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ritual and rebellion-------~-------
The mind unlearns with difficultywhat has long 
been impressed upon it. 
Seneca 
It may be that the civilizing process, the intellec­
tual process and attainment,.~as ~roug~t us to 
the abysmal area of possil?il~ty 11:' which we 
cannot experience God. Ourovihzationhasmade 
us godless people. You cannot be civilized the 
way we are and believe in God. 
1
RD Lang 
Tell a man whose house is on fire to give a 
moderate alarm; tell him to mode~ately rescue 
his wife from the hands of the ravisher; tell the 
mo~er to ~ad~ally extricate her babe from the 
fire into which it has fallen... . 
William Lloyd Garnson 
the man who knows the soul of the wolf 
knows the self-restraint 
of the wolf 
Gary Snyder 
You don't drive a nail into the empty sk{~-Chi 
Do not think that the words of prayer as you say 
them go up to God. It is not the wo~ds the~­
selves that ascend; rather it is the burrung desrre 
of your heart that rises like smoke to heaven. 
Hasidic tradition 
It's always because we love that w~ are rebel­
lious· it takes a great deal of love to give a damn 
one ~ay or another what happens from now on: 
I still do. 
Kenneth Patchen 
How long must I see evil schemes, 
and hear the trumpets of war? 
Jeremiah 4:21 
I think I must put on a deathlier knowledge, and 
prepare to die . , 
rather than enter into the design of man s hate 
Wendell Berry 
I must invent my own system or elsebe enslaved 
by other men's William Blake 
Praise whatever you can.
Stephen Dunn 
"American Society" -great dead animal carcass 
We try to bury it, forget it . . .
We carve steaks off it and get indigestion 
Some of us walk away . . Wh 
Philip a en
My teacher told me one thing, 
Live in the soul. 
When that was so,
I began to go naked, 
and dance.
Lal Ded 
In our minds distorting mirror 
We see night or day, man or woman, 
Never the whole, the union of both
In the full identity of contraries .... 
The dance most pleasing to Him 
Who is He and She must shock 
His priests. Immodest mimicry 
Of love can rouse every lust. . .
Edouard Roditi 
What is done from love 
is always beyond good and evil.
Friedrich Nietzsche 
Non coerci maximo, contineri tamen a ~mo. 
("It is a divine thing not to be hemme~ m ~y the 
largest limitation and yet to be contamed m the
smallest.") .
sixteenth century Jesmt 
Assassinated by the sky,
between the forms thatmove toward the serpent 
and those that move toward the crystal,
I will let my hair grow long.
Federico Garcia Lorca 
I am the offering, I am the sacrifice, I am the
oblation, I am the libation, I am the ~ant, I am 
the holy oil, I am the fire, I am what 1s offe_red...
Litany of Knshna
Convulsive beauty will be v~iled-~ro~c, fixed­
explosive magic-circumstantial, or itw1ll notbe. 
' Andre Breton 
Oh go through the walls ifyou must; walk on the 
ledges of roofs, of oceans; cover yourself with 
light; use menace, use prayer... 
Jean Genet 
The wind blowswherever it wishes; youhear the 
sound it makes but you do not know where it 
comes or where it is going. It is like that with 
everyone who is born of the spirit. 
John 3:8 
No one can tell us that there is no God. We've 
passed through all forms ...Everything is fine, 
God exists, weknow time ....Furthermore,weknow 
America, we're at home .... We give and take and 
go in the incredibly complicated sweetness ... 
Jack Kerouac 
...every scribe who hasbeen trained for the King­
dom of God is like a householder who can bring 
forth out of the treasure room both the new and 
the old treasures... 
Jesus 
Those on the way are almost invisible 
to those who are not. A man or a woman 
recognizes God and starts out. The others 
say fie, or she, is losing faith. 
Rumi 
Approve me or disapprove me... 
I take the path that ecstatic human beings have 
taken for centuries. 
r
Idon'tstealmoney,Idon'thitanyone. Whatwill 
ou charge me with?
have feft the swaying of the elephant's shoul­
ders; and now you want me to climb on a jack­
ass? Try to be serious. 
Mirabai 
If there's a blade at my throat 
I'll give in to what you want 
But if there are stars in the sky tonight 
you lose 
Thomas Rain Crowe 
I feel we should publicly confess our attachment 
to certain names because in that way we define 
our position more forcefully than by pronounc­
ing the names of those to whomwe would like to 
address a violent no. 
Czeslaw Milosz 
I question not your authority. 
Nor my own. 
I make preparation to use them. 
Kenneth Patchen 
...let the smoke of your anger rise, 
and if everything else is brol<en, write on the sky. 
Miklos Radn6ti 
The first cities of the North American continent 
were centers for celebration. These were the 
early Mayan cities of Guatemala and the 
Zapotecan city of Monte Alban in Mexico. Very 
ancient cities of around 500 and 300 BC, contem­
poraneous with the city states of Greece. The first 
Mayan cities and the Zapotecan center of Monte 
Alban were not the capitals of empires. They did 
not have armies. They did not have kings. They 
did not conquer anyone....The city was not built 
by war and conquest. Money did not exist. The 
citywasbuiltbyfue people, not for a king, not for 
a clique of generals, but for themselves; it was 
their place of celebration.... 
But we are not pre-classical Mayans or 
Zapotecans. We didnot build our own city. We 
have been thrown out into this alienated camp of 
rats, inwhichwe are notwanted, inwhichwe are 
constantly reminded by everything around us 
that we are powerless. This crty is not built for 
celebration even though it calls itself "City of 
Fun." Fun is for money. Fun is in buildings 
where you pay admission. 
We can dance in the street, but that will not 
change the fact that our buildings are lousy, the 
rent is too high, the garbage is not taken away, 
and the back yards look lilce bomb craters. 
Never mind. We can begin now to change this 
street and this city. 
We will begin to discover our power to trans­
form our own world. 
He who celebrates is not powerless. He becomes 
a creator because he is a lover. 
Thomas Merton 
from "The Street is for Celebration" 
We are a feelingless people. If we could really 
feel, the pain would be so great that we would 
stop all the suffering .... Ifwe could really feel it in 
the bowls, the groin, in the throat, in the breast, 
we would go into the streets and stop the war, 
stop slavery, stop the prisons, stop tfie killings, 
stop destruction. Ah. rmight learn what love is. 
Julian Beck 
___________________________ ' .. / 
I 
... 




What are my choices 
now that I've walked 
through the forest 
and reached the fence 
where the world ends? 
I emptied my pockets 
long ago. The trees 
have closed behind me. 
Stars say their prayers 
elsewhere. My escort, 
the badger, has turned 
into water. Each leaf 
contains a photograph 
of a Muslim woman 
so azure and fluid, 
wind drops her basket 
of thunderclouds 




Animal skins ring on the upper slopes 
where the winter watch continues 
in a settlement built against the wind. 
Visionaries stare into worlds 
that open only for them. 
Lyres and pipes drive hunger 
away in a frenzy. 
Drummers never stop their beat. 
Far below them an easy life 
is for the taking, but they cling 
to the height and nurture fire 
with their music. 
They see the age 
of drought and plague 
when comets sizzle. 
They hear blood 
racing through the floodgates in their ears. 
They forecast exile 
for a thousand years, and finally 
a grave return 
to the site. Dissonant voices 
demand the times must be endured 
until a chosen generation 
feels the power of music 
grant permission for the taking up 
of arms without pity. 
The people listen. 
Ten centuries of patience. 
Ten centuries spent learning 
how other countries live. 
Ten peaceful centuries 




Modern Mexican Instructions 
Now I know how to operate the tv; 
you think of death and 
time thrown into an abyss 
and the hearts of thousands 
thrown up to the sun. 
When you listen to the radio, 
make a list of pyramids 
and multiply it by 
the buses churning smoke 
and memories of toil, 
but never blame my father. 
And when you use the telescope, 
put down your foot firmly 
upon the grass of tiles 
a hundred feet above naked couples 
dancing away the night 
to the tune of songs 
you thought you'd never hear again. 
When you use the computer 
remember God is listening 
to the shake of gourds 
mimicking the rattlesnake 
singing to the ratchet wheels 
compromised within your soul. 
Joe Napora ________________________________ 
from Surface Tension 
I Want To Die Like Victor Serge 
It's not so difficult 
to enhance an ordinary life 
with drama, adventure, beauty. 
All that is necessary is to risk your life 
helping to overthrow the tyrants, 
refuse to perform tricks for the dictators, 
and be friends of the poets. 
As I write at a desk nearly covered 
with books, a lamp with no bulb, 
nine pennies, four heads up, five tails, 
validating the universe of predictable uncertainty, 
a postcard to send to Barbara, 
a book of stamps and a folded newspaper 
from the town I lived in for nearly 20 years, 
my eyes trick me as eyes always do 
the article in the paper is about another 
nuclear weapons plant discovered by chance 
perhaps the odds are fifty-fifty 
that every town has one 
that operated during the 50s 
and now people, my friends, we fought together 
against Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Reagan, Bush 
to expose, to stop, contain, limit 
the damage of their numerous wars 
to preserve, protect, to accumulate 
passion, pride, power and money 
I read the headline "Activists request review 
Group wants OOE to cover expenses" 
I am thinking of Victor Serge. 
We were born 
in the time ofthe first perfected machine guns; 
I misread the headline as "to cover expenises" 
and finish the rest of the stanza 
of his poem "Dialectic" 
they were waitingfor us, their excellent perforators 
ofarmor plate and brains haunted by spirituality... 
You know your eyes. 
They play tricks on you. 
I read armor as amor. I admire 
the skill of the translator to rhyme 
perfected with perforators. 
10 
I see that the word admire 
contains mire and I am stuck 
but I don't mind. 
don't mind, no mind 
Victor. Victor! 
We were born in the time, my generation, 
we we~e born in the time, my generation 
of the first, we were born in the time 
of the first perforated universe. 
victor victor 
I saw John Kennedy campaigning in my hometown 
but I never saw 
until the broken bodies cut and mutilated 
or only bone pieces and fragments 
were uncovered his plans 
for the Death Squads to roam the Americas 
Johnson showed us only his scars 
Nixon for so many years silently bombed Laos 
and the other guys with their secret plans 
to put us in containment camps 
even there 
though perhaps not in the soccer stadium 
set up by Kissinger for the supporters of Allende 
there would be some beauty. 
Victory. 
He died, says his son, "one day in November 
of 1947." The son wasn't home 
so Victor walked on then posted a poem to him. 
~ter Victor Serge lay slumped down dead 
m the backseat of a taxi. 
The son is an artist. 
He can't draw the face of his father for the police 
have already covered it with a plaster death-mask. 
He draws, instead, the hands. 
The next day the father's poem arrives, 
the last poem in this book I'm reading 
this poem called "Hands." 
But there is something greater than us 
Who's forgotten nothing 
This is the curse of the victims of torture, 
the mother whose child is fragmented 
from the bombs we drop on El Salvador, 
Victor Jara' s last words to Nixon, 
my friend Lori huddled in a ditch 
holding a child who pisses on her from fear 
as the contras walk by. 
I believe now. 
Hands. 
11 
Not some God keeping records in the next life. 
Hands working in this one. 
My grandfather in the coal mines. 
My grandmother on the farm. 
My father repairing radios. 
My mother stuffing pillow cases with feathers. 
So many. And that young man 
I never met him. The Nicaraguan boy. 
I would have loved to touch his hand with mine 
who held the rifle that shot down the plane 
of Eugene Hasenfus the CIA pilot 
feeding the killing machine for Reagan and Clinton and Dole. 
Victor. Sometimes. Victory. 
The Bridge at the End of the World 
You lift, rou are the world-edge, 
Pillar for s~-arch. 
-H.D., The Cliff Temple 
I read Tamura Ryuichi' s poem 
called "Every Morning After Killing Thousands of Angels" 
that begins: "I read a boy's poem called 
'Every Morning After Killing Thousands of Angels' 
I forgot the poem, but the title won't leave me." 
I have the boy's poem 
only through its absence in Ryuichi' s 
and like Ryuichi 
I think of the boy 
and now I must also think of Ryuichi. 
The boy's mornings 
and Ryuichi's 
how are they so different? 
The boy's mornings and mine 
are they different? 
Ryuichi's and mine 
different? 
We all read the same newspaper differently. 
We all read different newspapers the same. 
Theboyreadsacartoon 
called the Wizard of Id. 
Ryuichi reads the financial pages 
called capital and speculation. 
I read the want ads 
called meat and cyberspace. 
The boy watches angels sliced up in cereal 
like bananas of light and feathers. 
The Wizard exiles him to the mean streets 
where an abortionist shares offices 
with a nude tax accountant 
and the woman lawyer from the ACLU 
she moonlights at the topless bar. 
Ryuichi watches the angels dance 
in the emptiness of the pin holes 
made after stabbing into numbers 
that collapse lovers into dollars and yen. 
I watch everyone I love 
go on the auction block 
or evaporate into electrons on the video screen. 
The three of us join hands. 
None of us real. 
Which is our only point of contact. 
Our hands are slippery. Blood. Sweat. Tears. 
But not in that order. We 
do not dance. 
The bridge is beginning 
The boy lays down the foundation 
of a pillar made with crystal memories. 
The bridge is beginning 
Ryuichi supplies the plans 
on paper woven of alcohol 
and the economics of surplus desire. 
The bridge is beginning 
We all have to read the newspapers. 
We are alone. Computers we never shut off. 
Varieties of screen savers entertain us. 
Bankers and car rental corporations are online. 
On the screen a wave crashes against grass. 
The shore holds up to the assault. 
The grass is waved inland 
where lovers are lifted and gently caressed. 
The boy laughs. 
I hire laborers to bury angels. 
Ryuichi orders whiskey and cigarettes. 
I steal dirt from the tabloids 
wicked rumors about politicians and poets. 
I make clay into bricks 




_______________________________Jim Peterson _______________________________ 
Progress 
paved roads rebel 
buckle in their narrow paths 
there are plenty of full tanks 
millions of tires 
but the cars are part 
of this refusal 
come to rest in fields 
doors swung open 
dome lights growing dim 
the houses have already 
dragged themselves 
like turtles into the sea 
the groan of homes breaking away 
from foundations 
tore us all from the last good sleep 
the last good meal 
at first we wielded guns 
but when we laid them down 
they burrowed into the ground like moles 
and disappeared 
now 
no sound is noise only 
movement is useless 
it is the same everywhere 
silence travels faster than news 
descends on us like the air itself 
at first we sang 
but our songs were written 
by lovers and drunkards 
no songs to the sun or the stars 
to the woods growing dark around us 
14 
Jackson Carter 
Behind the Temple 
-fly a quelque chose que je deteste chez-toi. 
Her finger was tapping my temple. She sat over me as I lay in the sheets of our bed and the 
only light came through the window from the street. Voices wandered past, echoing off the 
high faces of the buildings, entering the still air of our room as foreign music. And he lit a 
cigarette, striking a match that was loud as a drum, making her face danc . Th n she was 
still, and smoke spun out from her mouth. 
"There is something I hate about you," and she tapped me softly on the temple. 
"In there?" I said. 
"Yes." 
Behind the temple. There is the mechanism in there that makes the head rattle like a half­
empty box of matches. I am walking across the bridge in the night, clicking softly al~ng like a 
prostitute, as if I have an appointment with anyone who will have me. Across the bndge and 
along the quai where the dead leaves are a carpet. The lights of the boats mak~ the trees . 
shimmer and the faces of the buildings dance, and the silhouettes of the walking people shift 
across the walls to make families of shadows. This is where the words are, pronounced off 
the bootsteps-and I need all of it, the cold edge and the water traveling and the legs of the 
woman standing at the comer and the pieces in my pocket, held in the fist, that buy the wine. 
The Wine Generation, she says, isn't even a Generation, because you're the only member. 
That's alright, I say, just leaves more for me. 
This is where the words come from, the red bottle on the table, the stained glass stark as an 
operating table, the words stitched into cheap pulp. She reads me sometimes, when I~m 
spent and too thirsty to drink anymore and I han~ her a page an~ she stands by the lig~t, 
eyes moving, and she doesn't understand where it comes from-it must be real, she thinks. 
EVEN SADNESS WHEN I'M FUCKING, God no, I didn't write that line, I ripped it off from 
the Master, M-hrhoff, wrote it down on the margin of a page as the tip of an idea because 
good storywriters can only hope to bake their bread ?ut of the crum~s l~ft.by the Poets_. ..?ut 
she sees these words in their capital letters and even if she knows I didn t invent them it 1s 
the handwriting that hurts, my hand that strikes the match, rattling behind the temple, 
traitor. 
And the songs behind the temple, the pretty ones with some girl's name u:1 the refrain, 
nothing but a name; and the survi~or songs that sound soft or an~ or ~or and the name 
is in there too but it is never sung, it's underneath the melody and if you listen closely the 
melody peels away and there is nothing but the name, a simple word, and this is easy to do. 
Listen. 
There is noise behind the temple, more than just the rattling matches and the singing name. 
There is the noise of car engines whose only destination is the sound, going around and 
'round, back and forth over the prairie and the hills, and the noise of crickets and cicadas 
eating out the hinge of darkness, and the earsplitting pierce of the sunrise that takes a puddle 
of night left over behind a pebble in Virginia and Rulls it across the C<?ntinent to cast a 
pinpoint shadow on the face of the Rocky Mountains, the sound of this. 
Now the breath of the ocean is a warm body atop the breath of the train and you watch out 
the window and see the tide coming in at the edge of the tracks and feel the flicker of rails 
and hinges under the seat and you don't know the difference between what you see through 
the glass and what you feel in your spine and we are all made like this. 
There are photographs behind the temple. My face is blu.rr d and there are whit hol in my 
ey s becau e I'm holding the camera on myself. The horizon is tilted like a ship's. 
There is a girl who stands on a bridge and she is as tall as the lamp post behind h r b ause I 
am kneeled down, pointing my camera up at her face and a slice of the city unravels out of 
focus behind her and she stands in the center of the frame. Yes, she was the kind of girl you 
put in the center of the frame. Once we developed a roll of film and I saw that I was begin­
ning to compose her in the foreground with flowers or bottles or architecture in relation, and 
when she saw this we knew we were finished, and these last photos are the only images I 
have of her, precious voodoo like a knife used to slay a lover, fingerprints on the glossy 
blade. 
And something moves behind the temple that has no form and feels like black water trick­
ling down the throat, drowning the heart and pressing its hands on the chest, wringing the 
spine and making the skin cold, and all of these sensations are as simple and slow as a giant 
cog that turns on a screw through the soul. 
There is a mirror behind the temple where the man can watch his whiskers grow and watch 
his skin change color with the seasons and see the lines of his hands appear like ghosts 
around the eyes; and when the lover comes inside and sees the mirror she is startled. She 
sees nothing there, no reflection. It is oily black like the eye of a bird; there is nothing 
inside. She holds her head up and keeps her eyes low, watching as she taps the temple. Her 
cigarette is spent, and she stabs it out. She has been watching me the whole time, the whole 
cigarette. 




near silent rhythm: 
tonight we'll leave the gates open 
so that the ancestral cattle may come and wander amongst the herd. 
(we'll drink darkness by the cup until sunrise. 
i've been reading about the rain in Africa. 
about h?w the Bushmen told the gender of the rain by its footprints. 
male ram 
left sharp, pierced marks in the dust. 
female rain 
wide, soft splashes. 
how, amongst the Swazi, 
rain, 
knowledge of rainmaking, 
was in the hands of the queen mother, 
her son 
and three trusted assistants. 
only these worked the rain. 
failure to make rain 
came 
when the people were disobedient, 
disloyal. 
about the rain in Africa, 
sometimes softer 
than your mother's wedding veil. 
(or into a medicine 
(that would sweeten the mouth of the defendant, 
(that would confuse the white man in his own court. 
tonight we'll leave the gates open 
so that the ancestral cattle may come and wander amongst the herd. 





Holy Communion falls into its own arena of cannibalism known as theophagy, 
the eating of the gods. 
1the endless void last seen lost and stumbling upon a pinhead. a galaxy of 
dense spheres swept by a feather. this season's most attended symphony 
composed w / a single note. vessels brimming forth w / emptiness. the naked 
holding title to property, no boundaries. a blind navigator pointing. 
knocking on holes. 
1there can only be so many doors in any house, to the unknown. only the 
rich w / time to read it all, the rest of us w / only the time to pierce. 
rebels launching ice caps. the contents of mines as a constant haze over 
the city. 
chaos milked from boredom, angelic vaginal mud. Christ's juice decorated 
w Istained glass, heaven and earth cad.iliac. spires blooming. male eye. 
female eye. sexless screen. a filter to warp the abstract. 
a priest bargaining for hooves, anything to say he conquered the devil. 
1once again gathered around a spectacle we're forced to appreciate: translators pissing 
on the Tower of Babel. that time should run out before the intended 
masterpiece. art now exists as a distraction, as my lover's body cooled w /rain. 
and my greatest fear is that of reincarnation. 
once again forced to caress the texture of unwanted implements. young cancer, 
i curse the generations before me. what more to pray for than the strength 
to rise? 
what could possibly get lost here, on this round place? what can ever go to 
waste? march on! human born infidel. hunted down w / cheap toys, animated shifts, 
the route of ivory. beaten to death w / an olive branch. 
2 
<J[so lonely we've co1:11posed alien fields to gather from, an atmosphere where 
no thought of Paradise could possibly leak through. no more invitations 
from the ghetto. no more sky to bring shit down. no more calls to worship 
no golden crop. no milk farm. · 
everything of value has been tied down here, ants chew the locks. 
and the only thing that's wild is this human notion that we can shelter 
ourselves from death. 
3 
1th.at the infidel is simply the last one to arrive at the water hole. 
that borders are only places where the law chooses to congregate. that 
human law evolved from the dung heap, libation of body fluids. 
that every martyr drew a last breath, same atmosphere. 
4 
1just ~other worker who crossed the bridge w / flowers and wine one night. 
the weight of my heart has carried me past the razor's edge. not even the 
language of my choice. i wish that i could sell out, afford some luxury, 
some uncontested shelter. 
i remain overwhelmed yet always at the beginning. legs worn down to the 
torso. inching. i'll dream in red today. i'll sleep for a century. 
who else to witness this breeze, this Milky Way, inside these veins? 
19 
5 
«nevery symbol from the outside torments the prisoner. sins of the flesh, 
once illuminated, balance the holy. the yellow forest fears no flame. 
the weight of the giant's flesh will quickly meet his shadow. the law, 
freak of the ancients, rots in scandal. the dove's heart plucked, my 
love abandoned. the calm that arrives w /true despair. this constant 
affliction w /visions of youth, small pieces of meat who occasionally 
complain of never enough sleep. 
something else the architect didn't think of? 
6 
«nwhat more human than to bank upon a dwindling supply of perishables? .what 
more human than to lust after wings? what are the brave men and women m 
orbit dining on tonight? 
is there any difference between being on a deserted island or reading the 
small words on the back of a toothpaste tube? 
are we at war again? 
where do the actors live? 
did you ever have a dream that you were falling? this is it. 
7 
'i[globe: the borders of Babylon. i prefer a slave's lament to a palace in 
Babylon. where they broadcast the average response time to life threatening 
calls. where they deliver computers to the malnourished. where the saints 
are the ones who they haven't gathered enough facts about. where an 
improvised ragged sleeve extends a crust your way, soften w /water before 
taking the first bite. 
«neut off the mold and eat. open cold windows know that you are alive. rip 
oak off the walls, demand sanctuary. let laughter bathe you as the current 
of heaven running through the human jaw. get out of town, any town. how 
one needs the wind and all forms of exodus machinery. 
dim light, noose in a corridor. 
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Eucharist 
the birth of a child 
and i guess that i'm supposed to say congratulations 
now 
while so many are starving. 
why can't i be like the others, 
fueled into obedience w /the myth of the innocent human blood? 
weep. 
the saints had teeth. 
weep. 
the ape has evolved to believe a need for surgical air strikes. 
and while you sleep, sisters are taken. 
this is how it's done: first they go for the land. 
then they build a jail 
so we can see our homes from the inside. 
yes. the snake has truly delivered us from the boredom of Paradise. 
yes. the road to hell was long prepared before our eviction. 
these words, my words, ashes to be kissed 
onto the rings of fat priests, 
perhaps w /your eyes 
rose petals. 
':11who taint the blossoms w / fog, then to watch the petals slowly rise as the dew 
evaporates. yet now, many to never be in such gardens. for the creator's eye 
is a smashed jewel; each piece witnessing a separate beauty, a separate horror, 
as ridiculous as a grave. 
1[keep looking up the definition of eternity. 
1afterlife? this is the afterlife, unlike anything else, how it was supposed to 
be. peels of thunder. homes destroyed. or as pure as when a snowflake touches 
awarmhood. 
«nsleep isn't enough. i must leave soon to go sweat over Babylon's machines. to bum 
the maps of the secret passageways beneath the temple where the faithful hid their 
Lord's treasure. a heart attack where there is no heart. how many more days must i 
wake up strong? 
touch me! embraced we are more than fattened for the kill. 
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Hafiz ____________________________ 
Versions by Thomas Rain Crowe 
(Kwaja Shams Al-Din Muhammad) Hafiz was a.14th century Sufi 
(a mystic of Islam) and Perfect Master (God-realized soul). 
'Shams Al-Din' means 'Sun of Faith,' and 'Hafiz' is the title given to 
one who has learned the whole of the Quran. Sufism, the mystical 
aspect of Islam, has its origin in Iran, then India. '~ufi: ~e~ 'w,e_arer 
of wool' and referred originally to one who was faqrr or poor m 
spirit; in Persian 'darvish,' from which we take 'dervish,' to refer to 
the whirling dances of the Sufis. 
The spontaneous recitations of Hafiz while performing these dervish 
dances were written down by his students and followers and passed 
on, as much Persian poetry, through the centuries. 
A Perfect Master is a God-realized soul: "God-realization is a unique 
state of consciousness. It is different from all other states of conscious­
ness because all other states of consciousness are experienced through 
the medium of the individual mind; whereas the state of God-con­
sciousness is in no way dependent upon the individual mind or any 
other medium. A medium is necessary for knowing something other 
than one's own self. For knowing one's own self no other medium is 
necessary.... Since there is no veil between consciousness and Ultir~ia.te 
Reality, consciousness is fused with the Absolute and etem~y abides 
in...an unending state of infinite knowledge and unlimited bliss .... " 
(Meher Baba, Discourses Vol. II) 
The versions of Hafiz presented here are from his most well known 
collection of poems, the Divan, comprised of some 800 poems. The 
poems based on the metaphor of wine as the love from Godar~ . 
among his most contemporary an~ most revered. The use ~f wme 1S 
forbidden in Islam, and by companng the love of God to wme and 
the lover of God to a drunk, Hafiz contrasts personal spirituality and 
dogmatic sectarianism. 
Preceded by Rumi and followed by Kabir, Hafiz is part of what is 
known as the ecstatic tradition in the contemporary world of east­
meets-west (a tradition which includes such mystics as Lal Ded and 




To worry even for a moment about all of creation is worthless. 
Sell it all for wine, because our need for religion is worthless, too. 
In Winemakers Street they don't give you a cup for seriousness. 
What u e is a prayermat to a worthless drunk! 
Wash out the color of this many-colored coat of deceit and illusion; 
The true color of red wine and the coat is black. 
To risk one's life for pride and the seductive crown of majesty 
Is a waste of time. 
When I went on an ocean voyage looking for lost treasure, 
I was wrong dreaming about 100 pearls. 
Don't worry. Be happy! With what you have this moment. 
The treasures of the heart are not found on land or at sea. 
The Beloved's wish is our only purpose and home. 
Being anywhere other than where He is, is being lost. 
Like Hafiz, don't worry. Let go of the selfish world 
That clings to you like a ton of miser's gold. 
#49 
Now that I have raised the glass of pure wine to my lips, 
The nightingale starts to sing! 
Go to the librarian and ask for the book of this bird's songs, and 
Then go out into the desert. Do you really need college to read this book? 
Break all your ties with people who profess to teach, and learn from the Pure Bird. 
From Pole to Pole the news of those sitting in quiet solitude is spreading. 
On the front page of the newspaper, the alcoholic Chancellor of the University 
Said: "Wine is illegal. It's even worse than living off charity." 
It's not important whether we drink Gallo or Mouton Cadet: drink up! 
And be happy, for whatever our Winebringer brings, is the essence of grace. 
The stories of the greed and fantasies of all the so-called 'wise-ones,' 
Reminds me of the mat-weavers who tell tourists that each strand is a yarn of gold. 
Hafiz says: the town's forger of false coins is also president of the city bank. 
So keep quiet, and hoard life's subtleties. A good wine is kept for drinking, never sold. 
from the Divan 
versions by Thomas Rain Crowe 
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Philip Daughtry ___________________________ ______________________________ 
Frank & Jesse 
I want to rob banks again. 
To take 
the certainty from men in suits 
whose boundari s 
stop at a blade of grass 
because their old world 
needs cash to contain the soul. 
I want to weaken ownership 
so cows can lick salt 
from hands that offer them milk. 
I have no guns 
and in a heartbeat I too 
am dead, but birds 
are my friends and the eyes of the poor 





Vehicles separate and link-up, viewed 
in the flaming heavens above, solar 
winkings we're supposed to respect. 
Men are ignited by ideology, talk to 
mirrors in subway stations and old 
crumbling Politburos. Erect man 
weeping on the stairs. Reverse 
the parade if only you could. Go. 
Only float across the pages. Flanking 
tombstones. Origin of forms, ideograms 
like parachutes, protozoans, glassy 
stencils drifting over the void. 
Such a pretty light show. Psychedelic 
slides and the marine piano rolling 
Debussy fingering only fish. 
4 
A room where no one knows if they 
are serious or not. Could it. 
Could it be God's plan? Spring-loaded 
breasts. And green ferns implying wealth. 
Dragon-mouthed depression, days of scourging 
nature. You never get an answer. Phones 
were used to strangle the loquacious detectives. 
I hope you will forgive the slow beginning; 
we promise you a quick end. Proscenium whisper: 
"They're all here. Let's burn." Salon crackers. 
Let me forget all this, my head on the crushed 
red velvet of transvestites. A reinvention. 
Our only chance now. Not reincarnation. 
Red roses of Ronsard, withering in white 
air. The mirror accidentally splashed 
with water. A suicide's regret in a tiny 
box where a voice is trapped, and keeps 
singing. 
5 
So many lonely rooms and stairwells whiter 
than shellfish. You drift out of doors 
and past fenestrae. Space's extent means 
nothing. There is only the brain's rose, 
no other. Blood's fountain fills the hours. 
Clepsydra. Turning ratios. Empty plates 
and malice of cutlery in a long table 
in the grand salon the sun is leaving. 
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Tiny barking dogs tum blue. Mail is all 
tucked in. The mausolea have no slots for 
this. Servants and running across this 
floor burnished to a mirror, fizzy with 
chandelier light. Eloquence's sex sucks 
you into its snailshell. Polished mahogany. 
You shell the wet kiss out with a special 
knife. Smear it like caviar across a canvas, 
wake up screaming. Half-world. Heavy water 
in the bureau basin. 
8 
I say there are pointers. othing more. 
But that is the way spirit is, always seen 
as the runner's flash. You have to stand 
at a distance to enjoy it. So it is with 
these words. Black shroud. Blackboard. 
Chalk of fossil creatures. It was a very 
blue day in the Cretaceous period. First 
time ever I saw your face. Ocean business. 
Clearly the water is thinking. Dragonfly 
buzzes light off your shoulder. Comma. 
Current you feel flowing around us all. 
Gust that makes the candle tremble. 
Or the t.v. flicker. Everything a Vanitas. 
There are only different types of swim.ming. 
No doctrine for sheep like these wolves. 
Final night. The creatures are still. 
Everything living is a vessel. Shells. 
Vases glittering opalescence in the sea. 
9 
Jury connections. Arrangement operations, 
folded hands reflected in the sad skull. 
The moon is invisible. Sweethearts as 
emissaries. Beauty as the vast empire. 
Stresses in a charred country. left to 
eat whatever the gods dropped from their 
hawk claws. Meaning is only something we 
stumble upon. Moholy-Nagy in the fork 
shadow large on the wall. Don't kiss 
him while such devices linger on his lips. 
The only equation is zero. Open lotus. 
My ears are not linear, but rosy cups 
of circumambience. No wonder I like 
my words spilled. Alcohol blurs space 
until each step is in the Floating World. 
The drunken sage silhouetted tip-toeing 
behind a triptych of white shoji screens. 
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10 
So many people. So many dissertations. 
Linguistic calculus. Everything silly 
except abbreviation. Standing in a rainy 
train station again, holding your breviary. 
Hours skewered on iron will all be forgotten, 
the stairwells you leaned over, shouting 
long after the vestibule was traversed and 
the lover was long down the street. 
London-Calcutta. Umbrellas are being closed. 
Sun is sneaking around that dour red building. 
Taxi drivers lean out windows. Philosophers 
emerge from the library, finally. We are all 
watching the young man greeting a priest. 
Bells in the tower. Pigeons scatter over 
the cobblestones. Bread crumbs float on 
the river. Fish are walking on their 
tails there. An old man is smoldering 
in the year 1906, sleeping in a fetal 
curl. Every sooty block, the old ones: 
this city digests itself in dreams. 
Smoke rises in fabular blue herons 
from Victorian chimneys. Sky-skein. 
The heart perishes, untranslatable. 
Hospital rooms fill with dawn. 
Dogs bark. Newspapers arrive. 
Ancient river where a child drops 
leaf after leaf. Watches. 
The mercury dimples. 
Where are the colors Derain 
saw in this changeless grey? 
Oh grey city brooding extinction 
Irnageless image 
You are sleep 
from museum to castle 
from grey church to pink enamel 
I awake. 
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Laura Albrecht ______________________________ 
Breaking Syntax 
She can no longer be contained 
Within sentences' structure, 
The coded black intertwining 
Lines ofletter , starting 
And stopping between 
Punctuation points, each neat 
Burst conveying a complete action. 
She rips through these lines 
And sprawls, incoherent 
Across pages, her sounds 
Reduced to howling noise, 
A senseless deluge smoldering, 
Sparking actions unfinished, obscene. 
Her breath comes fast, 
A pant hot enough to char 
Through the paper's weave, 
To eat a ragged blackened hole, 
A scorch mark that cannot heal. 
Her sweat damp palms smear, 
Mar yesterday's left over print. 
Her feet kick and bend the margins 
Until they bulge, stomp the watermark 
Flat, rend the angled page 
Comers to fragile white fringe. 
Her eyes open, a burnt blue 
Hue that bleaches the paper 
Span back to surgical white, 
Then burn further, cleaner, 
To opacity, firing the page to 
A thin screamed leaf of glass. 
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Jack Bowman Millennium's End Ritual 
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John Lane _____________________________ 
Health Care Plan 
Safe in their Alabaster Chambers­
Untouched by morning­
And untouched by Noon-
Lie the meek members of the Resurrection­
-Emily Dickinson 
Antibiotics are burning a hole in my sleep. I am sweeping 
the cave of illness. I dream the dog has used the other 
room to escape my training, and a snake slips into a 
rain puddle shadowed by a single creosote bush. As you 
can see I am not alone, even though the small pill has 
cleansed my system of biotics. I have killed a multitude 
whose destinies cross mine. I choose to clear them out. 
As biology, I am never alone, walking the edges 
of my fitness and health, carrying always this colony 
on the bus of my body. It is Mexico in there. It is not 
the freeways of a populous suburb. We can never clean 
the living cells of the multitude of afflictions. Some 
illness is ready to board the bus at any station. 
Some disturbance wakes me, and the snake is swimming toward 
the bed, unstoppable by my hoe. I drink the glass of 
water from the table. Tomorrow, if the plan has worked, 
I'll stand cured for prolonged conversation. The snake 
enters the pool of my sleep. The bus leaves the station 
again. I invest the yield of fitful sleep. I dream: 
There is a city growing on the tallest hill like Las Vegas. 
In it there is a Heart Center, Ambulatory Care, 
an Emergency Room, wards for the wounded, wards 
for the fathers with Alzheimer's who walk around 
nude in the hallways. There are nurses and doctors, 
and then at the very top, there are the merchants. 
Their offices are abstract and connected by hallways 
to the banks. They gamble among the commodities 
of the body: blood, tissue, the current pulsing 
between. They plan for their retirement. They feel 
secure in their positions, pushing their ambition 
for space and assets into the shadows of distant bodies. 
More rooms for the old ones lost to cigarettes! A Cat-scan 
for a senator delivered from divorce! The sun and moon 
are on dialysis and the state will not pick up the bill! 
Who has a kidney for hire to the last planet discovered 
this century? Whose plan offers dental care to the teeth 
of the Bill of Rights? Maplethorp's portraits are in 
the National Gallery, crippled by the second amendment. 
The president has a fever from Arkansas. His wife 
articulates the mystery of health and law by his bedside. 
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I propose these solutions: attention to the body. The slowing 
down of choice like a heartbeat. The imminent doorway 
of pure desire. Emergency service for the poor operating 
gladly at a loss. The delivery of love like a laser. 
Proper causeways over the lake of our indifference. 
R moving the merchants from our dreams, and educating 
first our doctors in the stories of Chekhov not numbers. 
The Bottom Line 
There's a crack in everything. 
That's how the light gets in. 
-L. Cohen 
There is a crack in the bottom, a simple equation for turning 
around and heading back toward the light. At the bottom 
the equation is factored into the dividends of speech 
and literacy. Plug in the numbers. Amortize 
the loan for the life I have chosen: poetry, passion. 
There is no bottom line to my speech of the heart. 
The prime rate is steady at seven. It's a good plan. 
Sailing in the islands there is a door. It is where middle 
aged men go through. It is the door past the bottom 
line. The wind is less a factor than the movement over 
waves. Women go inside to leave the bottom line behind. 
Men need movement over water, and the sadness of all the 
divorces. The mailman pushes letters into a spare 
room for years. The salesman pays off his second luxury 
car and feels empty in the drive-through. Bottom line? 
The line is always forming at the rear. There is no balance 
sheet laid out sideways. There is a ship waiting at the 
dock called The Bottom Line. On board are three wise men 
from the east. Children learn their names at catechism. 
The boat is moored in a safe harbor. The sails folded 
on the deck. The wise men have berths of their own. 
They have taken off their suits and ties. They drink 
the local water, no checkbooks to balance. The ship 
is prepared to set sail over the decade to come. 
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John M. Bennett_____________________________ 
ONE TOO 
Peels the invisible wall snails drift north of' s 
navel field of cheeks resistance to the current 
p nis on TV at last seeping knives smokey door 
concussions brings levering her knees toward you 
grease stairs divisible claw pockets of crows leaves 
incurable eating my sweater shifts its arm platters of 
paper glands (glues) tying up the mirror wake sleeves 
breathe switches 
FOR 
I sevened lately, held forth after stinging laid my 
nose to rest behind a headache counted factors 
intimidation sloth of lesser shoes or syllables 
silting (loosened hairs to the sweaty window stuck), 
cups of dirt and coffee leavened diarrhea mostly, 
smelled and ringing. (His clothes stayed, louder 
actors (intimation's mouthy pest or) spit-news 
spilling off the chair.) "Chuck that thing it's 
messed your shirt, luck so often mended 
THEE" 
SEE 
Seeming, rinsing, of the cataract blinked basal 
drilling th- ing steams the ceiling wave of light 
relips my hand above (shirted mist) or sandy hips 
afeild redressing, act-linked, slave of backward 
skirt-reluct, tent collapsed fragment dirt I eat 
your armpits glow peeled chin gleams (resting, 
sink repast ahead regressing lack of, drunken 
lead congeals; if thinking, rots ...) drink of 
FACE 
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Owed to the Warrior King 
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Daniel Tepfer _____________________________ 
Going Out of Business 
i. 
These may well b th last days; 
I don't know from th Bibi but 
last night the moon wa lik blood 
pricked on the treeline over the road 
as I drove-volcanic ash perhaps 
but more like a gash 
in light of NPR news broadcasts . 
beamed off steel satellites unseen, unstained, 
from refugee camps two worlds away. 
What could a mere bookseller say, 
and what could I do but roll 
the receiver over to something 
stunningly apropos like: 
"Believe we're gliding down the highway 
when in fact we're slip sliding away"* 
Then when I slept I dreamt a field 
of black again with a crescent red 
searing through: a cutlass wound-
again the moon-
swollen and holding its water in 
some ungodly ''blood dimmed tide." 
ii. 
A laundrette like nowhere: 
There is the mother of four with a basket 
her dog the one in the dodge outside. 
As I'm watching she's stuffing another 
soggy dollar in the change machine 
for change and soon there will be nothing but 
turning and turning in those maddening dryers. 
"The center cannot hold-" is that it? 
Just look at the billowing wheels of fabric: 
Hokusai's Great Wave done in dungarees, 
done again in afghans, 
in underwear at intervals. 
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Down the wall the orange and black 
contraptions are like boxcars 
in a rearview mirror, moonlit, 
hurtling each in the same direction. 
It makes you think of extinction, 
of the ironic intent of a rusted moon 
at century's end. Imagine. Sampling Yeats: 
"some revelation is at hand." 
Between necklacing and the rosary 
of comet pearls slammed into Jupiter 
reliving the deaths of our dinosaur gods, 
it appears each and every neck shall be wrung. 
Yes, that is how it shall be done; 
a grand finale. Strike up the band! 
Dem gyres! Dem gyres! Everything must go! 
But then I read it only feels 
apocalyptic to turn a hundred years 
because some messianic craving 
reduces redating our checks to anticlimax. 
And we must do this lunacy one better, 
staring down the end of two thousand; 
climbing the escalator 
up one from Christ, 
riding one down to now; 
and while it may be 
a kid's contest to see 
who blinks and who remains unfazed, 
the stakes seem still somehow raised 
and my tired eyes ache a splitting ache 
in light of this and blood and the moon. 




Light hesitates under the door 
and I am the eye over the field 
where he wakes, he screams, 
to taste the grape in your mouth. 
He confesses how you and he, 
wrapped in a blanket in the vines, 
possessed the earth and promised 
your child would never pay rent. 
I throw him to the stone floor, question 
if he conspired for rebellion's machetes 
or government coins, or if, for turf, 
we are all double spies. 
Modern Heroism 
I practice laughing in a steel igloo 
surrounded by horse shit, 
bicycle fragments, chewed autos, 
cracked computers that keep counting. 
Because there is no more sweat in my pores, 
I have been exiled from a factory, 
its stop button sawed off 
by the Society For The Prevention 
Of Cruelty To Bombs. 
I hunt chicken in the supermarket. 
Sculpturing broccoli on a wooden board, 
I harvest fields. My hand stirs sauce 
slowly, as if each circle in the jar 
were a thought never in any brain. 
I'm composing a little tune 
about how thought is heroism 
when all highways are guarded. 
The walls of my mind widen like leaves 
growing until swallowed by the sky. 
In my anti anti-personnel igloo 
constructed from exploded tanks, 
I'm more than a possible comic 
singing about how government regulators 
of bomb builders will crack on my window. 
My helmet has no insignia. 
Flying from the citizen's band 
like a pamphlet in hurricane, my voice 






Slate roofs bow 
on timbers of light. 
Men hide the power 
of the sun in secret places. 
We let them tell us 
what is dark We believe. 
In churches, candles 
whisper prayers so softly 
stone saints are 
the only ones who hear. 
Coal Dream 
I work beneath 
a hill like a seed 
gouging out its place 
in the earth. 
My hands ache 
from the pick-ax kick, 
back and legs buckle 
from the weight overhead. 
All night a black river 
shines my bones 
until they glitter 





from 7 Fragments 
I described 
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the women carry my bones in a porcelain jar 
gathered against the wind they climb toward the sea 
to where the wild cliffs grow. 
i am less the burden now. 
departed together as strangers, 
they gather now, around my lies, 
shrouded in rough black wool, they cover their faces, 
yet they know each other 
the mother, the wife, the lover. 
they carry my bones in a porcelain jar 
one cries, one weeps, one wails 
one smiles, one laughs, one is silent 
long ago departed the easy path, now 
along the rocky terrain the silent march 
the women carry my bones in a porcelain jar 
and gather at the edge of oblivion, 
to release me. 
changing places 
one cries, one weeps, one wails 
and a porcelain jar lies upon the stones 
empty as a life lived. 
the women carried my bones in a porcelain jar 
with veils trailing the years, 
they speak with cautious words 
of the times they had shared, 






Of The World 
Mexico and Haiti 
Photographs and Essay 
by James Graham 
Man outside the mercado, 
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico (right) Village Haircut, Haiti
Man on a Park Bench, Guadalajara 
(below) 
Robert at the Beach, Haiti 
En Route to the Citadelle 
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En Route to the Citadelle 
In Mexico (downtown Guadalajara to be precise) I met a beautiful old drunk just after dawn, a beat 
character who wanted to show me a few local sights while his friend got the food cart ready. He was 
a great poseur, but his friend was shy, or too proud-we ended up, the three of us, chasing each other 
down the street, one man hiding behind the other, and me in pursuit. 
A bit later in a park I met the man on the park bench. He was slowly counting and recounting the 
discount coupons in his hand, and he never took any notice of me: he simply stared off into space, 
babbling in a very musical language that may have been Huichol. I can still feel the great peaceful­
ness he radiated, that made me want to sit there and not leave. I wonder what happened to him... 
Haiti is another story, an incredible country whose terrific (and terrible) humanity strikes you right 
away. It's there in every face, the ones of the men who wouldn't give a second thought to killing you, 
and those who would help you out of the worst jam. The photos here document a few encounters, in 
a small village above Port-au-Prince (the haircut) and the young men I met while climbing to the 
Citadelle, Henri Christophe's improbable mountain fortress that claimed 20,000 lives during its 
construction. · 
A few slices of the immense world, born of the passion for the endlessly variable human face and the 




LeShawn Jackson _____________________________ 
what i am (a song of healing) 
since i can't be 
what you want 
i will study 
my reflection 
upon the water 
study recollection 
but not to linger 
(my history didn't begin 
in chains) i will mold 
my hands into help 
no longer pointing fingers 
since i can't be 
what you surmise 
i will raise my voice 
till i' m suspended 
in a comprehensive language 
and part this troubled ocean 
to walk as if on a golden road 
toting good and bad 
through watery walls 
defying told truths 
since i won't be 
what you expect 
i will let my hair defy 
gravity or fall to my shoulders 
saint my feet with earth 
or wear sensible black shoes 
as i tread troubled paths with grace 




Tonguing Crooked Ample 
(poem released back at the poet from the 
cuyahoga falls in northernmost Akron, OH) 
Great tattered flag storm-drenched & stuck 
& us, sans standard, slipping behind 
the tamping aromatics of an infernal cataract 
singly, to bore with words in there, alone 
& into the undersides of the waters: 
why-not' s aplenty & plumb galore 
plumb ample amplified 
plumb ample sans singsong 
ample sans hambone 
sans align 
plumb ample sans balm 
sans alum 
ample sans slabs, bacon 
plumb Alabam' or bomb 
bum plumb ample 
flambeau plumbed 
plumb'd why-not' s & why not 
went weary & wary, weathered plumb 
plumb you, plumb her 
sans align 
plumb ample weathered & crook' d 
crook flecked, crook factored 
crooked fracture flecks amply plumb'd 
plumb aplomb doomed, dumb 
crooked ample aplenty, & awash... 
flagged on high, drenched to the pole 
so many infirm machines 
huddled above 
where fog at dusk rises beneath 
a bridge above a gorge one can 
climb down to, where the falls are 
there is a standard ruling some bearers 
that bores but does not burrow, alike 
to no less an angel than thee, 
sweating &swiveling wide-eyed, more 
wide-eyed than wise: 
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another also running 
in place &we 
do know now she 
always had a place 
down-headed talk place 
do-knowing-now'sits name 
head-down-honey's its mode 
all so honey &whole & holy 
a talk place where waters wear thee 
loud down & down-honey headed 
down-honied muddy, oh wholly so 
down headed thee, honied & wholly muddied 
slipped-down honey, head down 
aloud allowed 
in a head-down-honey place 
in a do-knowing-now mode 
cleanly-clung savoir getaway cataract spot 
all so honey & heady & whole 
holy mud sprung aloud & known 
head down, Honey, head down allowed 
more wet wetter where she falls 
head-down-honey, Honey head down... 
your swivel corks plumb to none 
at times no less an outlaw than me 
eyeing thee aligned & alone & more 
agile than apparent, so appalling 
your awe & your yawn, glancing 
More drenched than if we were immersed, 
wetter than that wrapped & public flag 
furled by wind has ever been, we seed 
the waters, saw spray in chords of 
lumbering flow down towards Cleveland: 
an Ohioist trick & schtick, to 
unhitch on the given instant, the stolen 
leak localized, made to now 
as unprepped witchery rung, 
made to now past pumped prime, 
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pumped prime past prepped now, 
took taken stumped & tamped, oh 
what a trick, such a coil, to spoil 
bum unpump d time's lukish drool, 
o lukish stuff steeped, whiskey'd 
& now'd, lukish drool thinned 
& pressurized & raced apace till 
sluggish glaze nigh onto glue blurrs, 
maybe even blazes, so toyish & tainted, 
so taxed, teased, so tumbled & 
flummoxed, great Now, timid bastard 
Now, now trifled, scooped & trenched, 
each crutch a crossed crux, the brevity 
stacked, hour-glass shaped, bikini' d 
to shell-bomb bimbo-bedazzled stock 
shocked & twined, denuded, 
opened Now as opinion, opining... 
& anglers reel in talking fish 
this day, & fish that can't talk or 
talk duplicitously or talk sans having 
heard our ridiculous gesture & are thus 
just blowing per usual, get heaved back. 
& the ruled some roust along beneath the pole 
& we are lower than they are, we are 
under a river aflame, raw throats 
fundamentally sounding, singing in 
& below whatever weather rages 
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Jonathan Levant _____________________________ 
wordgarden by the wayside 
(loving i teach myself / / beloved i learn you) 
her nipple tasted a little of iodine 
you want to have me? good thing i'm here to 
be had an untaken unstained sanctuary 
i want to sleep on home plate (you can) 
melting is something you swim in 
you say blue i say green we say bluegreen 
i live in a glass out house i pelt you with prisms 
dragons eat you to become drunk 
when they want a picture of me 
i always send in one of my son 
little red riding hood & the wolf spider 
a taste of a touch of the neck of the glass swan 
struggling to be worthy of shakespeare' s shadow 
half of these half truths i wrote backwards half drunk 
i don't want to lie down i just want to lie up 
scuttlebutt shuttlecock shifty eyed sam 
i can't remember the lyrics of the dream 
my uncle was raised in an orphanage there 
is no camouflage for being naked of parents 
you are a verb-rub two verbs together 
fuck you; and fire forms; lightningbugger 
you hate me and i ambiv you right back 
his is is the most you you will ever be 
when you're ensnared calm is the only good 
myth is the only beginning 
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& my gestures have taught a little your hands 
when he closes his eyes he makes himself dark 
he had to find his own words early 
he was talking about being hit 
love is whatever you need; love gets you that 
we press our foreheads like appraising rams 
we are not here we are not there we are toward 
a spider is eating the lightningbug' s head 
the endless acappella of acquiring language 
centuries of snippets sailing home 
good god by an evil egyptian dog tag 
even the messiah awaits the messiah 
i have bled a little on small altars 
turn and untremble i take you in 
and you give as good / / you give as good 
i have breathed with you breath for breath for breath 
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Simon Perchik ______________________________ 
468 
I listen the way bells 
widen for petals :my fingers 
climbing in a circle and th sky 
I thought was lost -your lips 
already wings, folded back 
covered with rock cracking open 
and the storm-drenched spark 
means nothing. 
Then whisper! behind my ear 
hidden, almost a radio telescope 
sifting this dust for stars 
for the first sound, weightless 
still in the distance and yours 
-I need more batteries 
and though some static has taken hold 
it's too faint, some voices 
are further than others :pieces 
filled with fresh light, with spray 
reborn from a lifeless bird 
and I listen, these clouds 
are already changing shape, some 
beginning to breathe. 
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Photographs by Jim Saab 
The West Bank, Egypt and Lebanon 
First Holy Communion. Ramallah, West Bank 1992 
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NablusJ West Bank 1992 
NablusJ West Bank 1992 
Orphans/ children whose parents died in the Intifada fighting the Israeli occupation. West Bank 1992 
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Coptic family preparing a meal. Cairo, Egypt 1992 
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Tobacco farming in South Lebanon 1994 
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Claire Goll______________________________ 
Translations by Nan Watkins 
Claire Goll, wife of Yvan Goll and longtime lover and protege_ ~f Raine! Maria Rilke, was a fairly pro~c, if 
unrecognized, writer of novels, short stories and poetry. Mul~gual like h r husban~, Yvan Go~, Claa.re was 
instrumental in the publication of much ~f ~van's wor~ after~ death. Sh w~s co-echtor of Hermspheres-
a literary magazine published during their time spent m the Uruted States dunng WWII. ~o~ for her 
frankness and sensual explicitness Claire Goll has been compared by translator Nan Watkins m h r Prefac to 
the first English version of 10,000 Dawns, the love poems of Yvan and Claire Goll, to such writ ~ as Mary 
Shelly, Zelda Fitzgerald and Caitlin Thomas-talented artists who were wives of celebrated wnters yet 
overshadowed by them in terms of notoriety and fame. 
You are tender. .. 
You are tender 
As the fingerprints 
Of birds in snow 
You are sad 
As the larches in the hills 
With tousled hair 
You are sweet 
As the dates 
Of Bible palms 
And yes you are stonger 
Than a cyclone than a hurricane 
Than the iron doors of the house of prayer 
I'm afraid when you sleep 
I'm afraid when you sleep 
The searchlights of your eyes extinguished 
I'm afraid of the end of the world 
When you won't wake up 
Just yesterday I drank moonlight from your hand 
You gave me nightwind in small doses 
For my fever 
And now you've traveled alone to the stars 
Abandoned I sit in this waitingroom of time 
With my suitcase full of tears 
The photograph of your heart 
And a clutch of faded smiles 
I shudder at the catastrophe of planets 
From which you won't return 
from 10,000 Dawns 




Translatons by Thomas Rain Crowe 
Yvan Goll is one of this century's mo t celebrated multilingual writers. Born in 1891, died 1950, he was 
instrumental in th Ex.pr ssionist and Dada Movements in Germany, and then in th foundation of the French 
Surr alist Mov ment. A visionary playwright and p t, he t th ton for modem th atr and playwrights 
who would follow in his footstep , such as Ionesco and Artaud. Yvan Goll collaborated with many of the truly 
gr at names of this century: Picasso, Dali, Chagall, Breton, Alps, Apollinaire, Joyce ....His love poems to his 
wife Claire were published after his death in both his native France and in Germany as 10,000 Dawns: Poems
OfA Love. 
Your hair sets.fire ... 
Your hair sets fire to the largest burning light of the century. 
Your brow is the blackboard on which the secrets of men are scrawled. 
Your eyes are two diamonds glued into the face of the Sphinx. 
Your neck is an Eiffel Tower painted in pink. 
Your lips are twin boats that dance on the Red Sea. 
Your teeth are lined up like the keys of my piano. 
When you speak, the acacias bloom. 
Ten creeks laugh. 
And when you walk, 
Everything swings! 
Sleep, sweet child 
Sleep, sweet child: 
I want to stop the earth from spinning. 
I want to oil the cog-wheels of the moon 
Rusted by your tears. 
I want to strangle the asthmatic wind 
Which wakes all of Europe. 
So that you can sleep. 
I want to pad the rails of traintracks. 
I want to turn the rain into snow. 
And every morning I want to murder the titmice 
Whose song might break your heart: 
So that you can sleep. 
from 10,000 Dawns 
translated from the French by Thomas Rain Crowe 
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Scott Cooper X Figure no. 1 Scott Cooper X Figure no. 2 
Gerard Malanga ______________________________ 
What Becomes A Duchamp Most 
for Zoe 
Ar you a sweetheart 
Are you a tom-boy 
Are you tangible 
Are you a tangle of hair 
Are you waking up now 
Are you lovely to look at 
Is your face turned sideways 
Are you a champagne of shoulders 
Are you straight from the shoulder in a fresh cool shirt 
youthful head 
catching rays of the sun 
lyceenne, main stairwell, Geneve 
breast slightly arched you lean over the rail 
Are you photogenic like that 
Are you concealed 
Are you the girl on a swing 
moving through sky with clouds for a backdrop 
with hair let loose like a flag of ecstasy 
Are you a femme-enfant 
Are you an apache 
Are you a rushing river a murmuring sound 
smiles of a summer night 
odor of musk 
the long eyes with their tremulous glances 
Are you the eyes of a young deer 
Are you the pure light of the navel 
pure light of the soul 
Are you the dream of Duchamp 
the dream of Rrose Selavy 
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Are you the leg smooth the foot naked 
th nude descending a stairca 
nude semi-disrobed 
Are there towels Are you sunlight 
Are you sunlight streaming through a warren of pine 
and a crisp cool breeze 
and the song of crickets 
Are you melting 
Are you the melting 
of the wave 
on the 
breast of 
a calm sea 
shoulder deep, backlit in the photo 
Are you the hazy autumn sun 
Are you the ''beaute convulsive" 
Andre Breton once spoke of 
not thinking to ask 
Are you time not passing 
Are you a state of mind anyway 
Are you none of the above 
Are you Paris emerging from dawn 
Are you Paris dreaming 
Do you imagine 
Are you a Patek Philippe 
Are you L'Amour courtois 
Are you L'Amour fou 
Are you electric 
Above all are you electric 
You push the black hair back from your forehead, 
which is bony. 
I can still see your hand as you do it. 
24:iv:9 




The mortar of the town wind 
cam apart in r ams. 
I could it shredding th air 
across the horizon. 
Trees had their fingers open, 
palms down, holding the earth 
away from itself, 
the filler between acres of sky. 
I stood on a balcony, 
afraid to stand anywhere 
not out in the open. 
Afraid of the walls that hung in. 
I wanted it to be the sky's ceiling­
not mine, not yours of any body's. 
Chalk from clouds clung to boards. 
Below me others moved, 
their legs swaying on hinges. 
Someone looked up, swift open 
eyes of an arrow, tender cheeks, 





That whole summer, 
a the tockyards of Wichita brimmed, 
you worried about moths. 
Moths clinging to the light of every room, 
wings battered and singed against 60-watt bulbs. 
You said it was cruel-
their slaughter by light, 
an attraction which could kill. 
Like the fever between us, 
a wild fire on hot nights, 
nothing could stop their 
incessant circling. 
And the two of us, unaware it was an omen, 
a warning. 
You must have known better, 
four years my senior. 
You must have felt it when you 
turned away, the salt from our sweat 
fresh on your lip... 
That whole summer, 
as our outstretched limbs spread 
like wings and the heat grew, 
fireflies punctuated the dark, 
broadcasting a message in Morse Code 
for everyone to see, 
as clear as a Braille entry on a blank 
slate for the blind. 
How our nuzzled wings never developed 
beyond the color of flame. 
How a match can bum down to the tip. 
How the slow trains rock, 
shifting with the weight of the load, 
and then move on. 
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______________________________ _ 
Donna Zoll Life=Death 
Stuart Merrill 
Translations by John Hesson and Bill Wolak 
According to Kenneth Rexroth: "In the whole period, 
from Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson to Edwin 
Arlington Robinson and Robert Frost, the greatest 
American poet is Stuart Merrill..."(American Poetry in 
the Twentieth Century, 24). 
Stuart-Fitz-Randolph Merrill was born on August 1, 
1863, in Hempstead Long Island. He died on Decem­
ber 1, 1915, in Versailles, France. He spent his early 
years in Paris. In Lycee Fontanes, he became ac­
quainted with the future Symbolist poets Rene Chit 
Rodolphe Darzans, and George Vanor. He returned to 
America because of his father's blindness in 1884. 
From 1884 until 1889, he studied Law at Columbia 
University. A lover of Wagner's music, Merrill wrote 
two articles concerning Wagner for The New York 
Evening Post. Like the other Symbolists, Merrill was 
interested in musical effects in poetry, the subtlety of 
language, and the nuance of sentiment. Unlike many 
of the other Symbolists, Merrill's work showed a 
growing interest in social commitment. (In fact, he 
was once arrested at an anarchist rally. His ideal was 
the freedom of anarchism "tempered in practice by 
socialism.") Most of his poems were written in meter 
with rhyme. In addition, he composed prose poems. 
Many of his prose poems, by far his most astonishing 
works, were never published during his lifetime, yet 
he had intended to publish them in a book entitled 
Merveilles. These works were later published posthu­
mously in Prose et Vers. 
Stuart Merrill ________________________________ 
Folie 
J'ai p rdu ma rai on dans un cit vieill 
Ou l'on entend le bruit fin de rouets, la nuit; 
Le gardien des drapeaux, droit sur les remparts, veill 
Sur la plaine et le port, ou nul £anal ne htlt. 
Une eau tres lente y berce le sommeil des cygnes 
Au pied de l'escalier du palais des Infants 
Ou des vieillards ployes sous d'antiques insignes 
Disent aux futurs rois le mensonge des ans. 
Sur la tour de l'horloge on voit, l'une apres l'une, 
Serventes de chaque heure et de l'etemite, 
Des reines elevant des coupes ala lune, 
Mourantes et semblant lasses d'avoit ete. 
Parfois, rappel des temps de priere, une cloche 
Puis deux sonnent au coeur d'invisibles beffrois; 
Mais nul ne peut me dire si l' eglise est proche 
Ou le sauveur m'appelle avec tous asa croix. 
Etc'est surtout, partout, sur le rouet des vierges, 
Qui travaillent au fond des anciennes maisons, 
Dans leurs alcoves d'or ou clignotent des cierges, 
Le froissement du lin des futures saisons. 
Et je vais, me heurtant le front achaque porte, 
Voulant saisir un fil qui s'echappe ames mains. 
Qu'importe si l'on rit? Ma raison n'est pas morte 
Quand j'entends les rouets chantant les lendemains. 
J'ai tue l'Amour... 
J'ai tue l'Amour. II fallait que je le tuasse ou 
qu'il me tuat. Je l'ai done tue. 
Front contre front, les yeux dans les yeux, 
bouche contre bouche, nos haleines confondues, 
nos membres entrelaces et nos chevelures melees, 
nous avons lutte huit jours et huit nuits. Car 
l'Amour est le dieu terrible de la force et de la 
flamme, qui se fait grace et charme avec les 
amants futiles, mais qui se revele dans toute 
sa terreur aceux qui sont dignes de lui. 
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Madness 
I lost my mind in an old city where 
One hears the gentle noise of spinning wheels. 
Night, guardian of flags, stand on the ramparts keeping watch 
Over plain and port, where no lantern shines. 
Slow-moving water cradles the swans' sleep, 
At the base of the staircases of the Prince's palace 
Where old men bow under antique insignias 
Talking to future kings about the delusion of the years. 
One sees on the clock one after another 
Servants of each hour and of eternity, 
Queens raising up cups to the moon 
Seeming world-weary and dying. 
Sometimes a bell sounds the hour of prayer, 
Then two chime in the invisible heart of the belfry, 
But no one is able to tell if the church is nearby 
Or if the Savior calls me with everyone else to his cross. 
And it is above all, everywhere on the virgins' spinning wheel 
Who work in the depths of ancient houses 
In their golden alcoves where candles flicker, 
The shaking of linen for future seasons. 
And I go around bumping my forehead against each door 
Wishing to seize a thread which escapes my hands. 
What difference does it make if people are laughing at me? 
My mind is not dead when I hear the spinning wheel sing. 
I Killed Love 
I killed Love. It was necessary to kill him, or he would 
have killed me. So I killed him. 
Forehead against forehead, eyes to eyes, mouth 
against mouth, our breath intermingled, our legs 
intertwined, and our hair entangled, we struggled 
eight days and eight nights. Because Love is a 
terrible god of strength and flames who is graceful 
and charming to frivolous lovers, he but reveals himself 
in all terror to those who are worthy of him. 
translated by John Hesson and Bill Wolak 
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Extase 
Je suis--chantait le Porteur de la Lyre et de l'Epee aux 
g nerations epuises d'avoir eu tant de p~res dans le 
peche-Le Mage detenteur des ultimes seer ts, qui ai 
cueilli les astres al'Arbre de l'universelle Vie." 
Et bien que, j' ai lissant des herbes sacn~es dont le 
sue rend fou, mille serpents aux coruscantes qualm.es 
d'or dardassent vers ma targe et ma cuirasse blasonnes 
du signe de la victoire leurs vibrantes langues d'azur. 
Je fis fulgurer dans la lumiere astrale la colere 
vindicative de mon glaive et je £is retentir sur les sept 
cordes l'Ode divine des dominateurs; et par la mauvaise 
plaine siffla l'agonie des reptiles aux yeux de rubis. 
Et j'empoignai la criniere de l'immemoriale Pecheresse 
qui gisait, la fleur rose de son sexe epanouie a la 
tentation, sous l'ombre etoilee de l'Arbre OU veillaient, 
sans ailes ni chants, tousles oiseaux du Temps. 
Dompte par mon poing de chaste chevalier, elle 
profera vers les cieux, d'une voix jusqu'al ors inouie, la 
parole d'epouvante qui me revela, tel le tonnerre dans la 
tempete, le mystere de ces mondes dont parlerent les 
geants nos ancetres. 
Depuis cette heure des heures mon fune d'archange 
vole, sonore et folle sur I' aile musicale des hippogriffes 
du gouffre, vers cet Inconnu qui est au-dela de notre 
Inconnu, comme le Silence est au-dela de la Tenebre! 
Et mes pales mains se crispent, roides des gemmes 
derobe jadis au tresor du Dragon, vers les eblouissants 
arcanes, que les <lieux ont ajamais caches, par crainte 
d'ineluctable folie, au sanglant regard de mes freres. 
Plus haut, du vol et du galop, omonstres de la 
revelation, jusqu'a ce que mes levres exsangues 
mordent aux grappes du purpre que vendangeront, aux 
jours de la vengeance, le Christ et Satan. 
Afin que, heurtant de mes bras tumultueux ala porte 
adamantine de la septieme sphere ou se dressent, la 
lame de blanche flamme ala main les seraphins et les 
cherubins ailes de lune et casques de soleil. 
Je puisse, ayant accompli ma septuple destinee, jouir 
enfin, dans les paradis d'asphodeles et d'amaranthes ou 
le jour est la nuit et la nuit est la jour, de la Vie parfaite 
dans la parfaite Mort, pour l'eternite des eternites! 
Ainsi chantait le Porteur de la Lyre et de l'Epee. 
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Ecstasy 
I am the Magus, keeper of ultimate secrets, who 
gathers the stars to the tree of universal life-sang the Carrier of 
the Lyre and the Sword to worn out generations who had so 
many fathers-in-sin. 
And although, spurting from sacred herbs, the juice of which 
makes one crazy, a thousand snakes shedding glittering skins 
of gold shoot forth their vibrating blue tongues towards my 
shield and my sword emblazoned with the sign of victory. 
In the astral light, I flash the vindictive anger of my blade and 
I sound upon the seven strings the ruler's divine Ode, and by 
the evil plain reptiles with ruby eyes hissed their agony. 
And I grasp the mane of the immemorial Sinner who was 
lying dead, the pink flower of her sex disappeared into 
temptation under the starry darkness of the Tree where all the 
birds of Time watched without wings or songs. 
Subdued by my chaste knight's fist, she will scream towards 
the heavens with a voice until that time unheard, the frightening 
word which revealed to me, like thunder in a storm, the mys­
tery of those worlds of which the giants, our ancestors, spoke. 
Since this hour of hours, my Archangel's soul flies away 
sonorous and mad on the musical wings of the void's griffins, 
towards the Unknown which is beyond our Unknown like 
Silence is beyond Darkness. 
And my pale hands curl up, rigid with stolen gems previ­
ously in the Dragon's treasure, towards the secret dazzling 
which the gods have never hidden for fear of incurable 
madness in my brother's bloody looks. 
Higher up, flying and with gallops, 0 monsters of revelation, 
until my bloodless lips bite into the purple grapes that will be 
crushed in the days of vengance, Christ and Satan. 
Finally, hitting with my tumultuous arms the adamantine 
door of the seventh sphere where the torch of white flame 
stands upright in the hand, the seraphims and cherubims 
winged with moon and helmeted with sun. 
I can, having accomplished my seventh destiny, finally enjoy 
in the paradise of asphodels and arnamaths where day is 
night and night is day-the perfect Life and perfect Death for 
the eternity of eternities. 
Thus sang the Carrier of the Lyre and the Sword.. 
translated by John Hesson and Bill Wolak 
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Je suis ce roi des anciens temps... 
Je suis ce roi des anciens temps 
Dant la cite dort sous la mer 
Aux chocs sourds des cloches de fer 
Qui sonnerent trap de printemps. 
Je crois savoir des noms de reines 
Defuntes depuis tant d'annees, 
0 mon a.me! et des fleurs fanees 
Semblent tomber des nuits sereines. 
Les vaisseaux lourds de mon tresor 
Ont taus sombres je ne sais ou, 
Et desormais je suis le fou 
Qui cherche sur les £lots son or. 
Pourquoi vouloir la vieille gloire 
Sous les noirs etandards des villes 
Ou tant de barbares serviles 
Hurlaient aux astres ma victoire? 
Avec la lune sur mes yeux 
Calmes, et l' epee ala main, 
J'attends luire le lendemain 
Qui tracera mon signe aux cieux. 
Pourtant l' espoir de la conquete 
Me gonfle le coeur de ses rages: 
Ai-je entendu, vainqueur des ages, 
Des trompettes dans la tempete? 
Ou sont-ce les cloches de fer 
Qui sonnerent trop de printemps? 
Je suis ce roi des anciens temps 
Dont la cite dort sous la mer. 
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I am that king ofancient times... 
I am that king of ancient times 
Whose city sleeps beneath the sea, 
Deafened by ringing of iron bells 
Which constantly resound during springtime. 
I think I know the names of queens 
Dead for a long time 
0 my soul, and from wilted flowers 
Seem to fall serene night. 
My heavy treasure ships 
have all drowned, I do not know where, 
And henceforth I am the fool 
Who searches the waves for his gold. 
Why seek out old glories, 
beneath the black flags of towns, 
Where so many servile barbarians 
Scream to the heavens about my victory? 
With the moon in my calm eyes 
And a sword in my hand, 
I await the brilliance of tomorrow 
Which will offer my sign to the heavens. 
· Nevertheless, hope of conquest 
fills my heart with rage. 
Do I hear, o conqueror of ages, 
Trumpets in the storm? 
Or are these iron bells 
Which constantly resound during the springtime? 
I am that king of ancient times, 
Whose city sleeps beneath the sea. 




She arrives with the falling of leaves. 
Her feet are bound 
in rags and flat 
from centuries of travel. 
The rings around her wrists 
clack together like bones. 
If this were Salem, she'd burn. 
Perhaps she has, 
and this is why she melts 
into the night, 
why she chooses this old world 
over the next. 
April, 1994 
Pause 
You're on a tired Amtrak train 
which clutters and bangs 
like a coon in the night. 
An overweight woman is feeding 
her two year-old child a beer. 
Everyone is sleeping, mouths 
like holes, expect for you, 
the woman, the kid. 
What do you say or do? 
The question slides like a stone 
down the handle of the mind's 
big dipper, catches in the cup, 




To Gherasim Luca (1913-1994) 
in memoriam 
It's an ill wind which blows no one well 
We seem to throw flowers to the poets who can not smell them anymore 
Eulogize ears that cannot hear our songs
Bad news from Paris; Luca had jumped in the Seine 
Death to fallen angel, by romantic surrender 
Like so many lovers with broken hearts 
Jazz bands are playing for necessary suicides 
1bis world has no place for poets 
Fish sing to his little body
Barges, speedboats and ferries
Feel the gravitational pull of this surrealist diver with no oxygen mask 
He floats on pure dream
He sways on pure mad love 
Past.. . .Notre Dame, past the Tour de Saint-Jacques 
He defied French poetry and its tragic language 
He retreats to the universal language of immortality 
Now we have to pay attention to his prophetic verses 
Thoughts that are expressed are already dead 
Reality recorded is already passe 
Admissible becomes inadmissible 
The poet faints at the sight of the last sunset 
The evil objects dissolve in darkness 
The poet retreats into the occult 
And the moon becomes the moonbow
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Matthew D. Wascovich ___________________________ 
Viewing Polaris (@ O.C.) 
Stars on big black backdrop 
w /horseshoe hangin' in Einstein thought. 
The scent of grilled com 
floats freely through Newport Light 
100 and barreled alcohol air. 
As an old philosopher quoted 
Sarte and Merton, Brighton's eyes 
swelled, grit his teeth & 
said, "Damn! I would just 
like to punch that guy!" 
& so I sat on a 
volcano, 'round many odd refraction's 
of personality here this night 
in George Finney's college town. 
TIBET 
"The Dali Lama is like Jesus with a Ph.D." 
-Dr. Willis Stoesz 
And SAW wrote, "I opened up in the loud grass..." -
and walking slowly, breathing, 
observing all activity, foot 












and meditations on death. 
Jack Bowman I Found Him 
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Sparrow __________________________________ 
My Life In Prison 
I was in a demonstration against the police, 
so I was sentenced to prison for a month. 
Normally one does not go to prison for demonstrating, 
but this demonstration was rather 
animated-we began throwing confetti at the 
police, and the confetti, at one point, grew quite large. 
So I was consigned to a prison in Upstate New York, 
near the town of Upson Falls. 
I found myself instantly pleased with 
my new home. I wasn't forced to cut my 
hair and beard as I'd feared, and there was no uniform. In fact, 
the prison encouraged diversity. Foreign prisoners 
wore their native clothing, and American 
felons were invited to explore their ethnic 
identity, in dress. Thus, rather distantly French 
inmates wore berets, and one-quarter American Indians wore full 
bearskin robes. I was presented with a number of Jewish costumes, 
which I vetoed out of embarrassment, though sometimes on 
Sundays I'd put on the garb of a Maccabean 
warrior of the 3rd century BCE. This may be the 
only prison on earth that allows prisoners to 
wear ceremonial swords. But why would one want to 
escape this prison? The inmates were all quiet and 
respectful, in fact generally quite pious, and 
the library was large, well-stocked, and open 24 hours 
a day. The warden himself apparently 
had literary leanings, for I saw him next to 
me one day in the reference room, translating a poem 
from Danish. My main problem became the 
shortness of my sentence. A month in such a place-­
where the meals routinely outshone the best 
restaurants in the East Village-was short indeed. I racked 
my brains for a crime I could commit that would 
extend my stay. The simplest crimes in prison are, of 
course, to attack another prisoner or a guard, but that 
was out of the question. The guards were my friends, and one 
of them, in fact, functioned as my therapist. Therefore I had to 
leave the prison, break a law, and hope to 
be returned to Upson Falls. But which law? I follow the Buddhist 
precepts, and most laws, unfortunately, correspond to 
these precepts. My only solution was to become a 
violent revolutionary, something I had always intended to do, 
but had never had the time for. 
But which revolutionary act should I commit? I spent 
long hours in the library researching the Chinese, 
Russian, French, American, Nicaraguan, 
Cuban and Algerian revolutions. I considered 
blowing up a bank, assassinating Mayor Giuliani, setting fire to 
the Stock Market, and taking over the New York Times. Finally, I 
decided to take over the New York Times. My plan was to print 
a revolutionary edition detailing the CIA's 
involvement in the World Trade Center bombing, 
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then return to Upson Falls for several restful years. 
I spent the rest of my sentence preparing the 
details of the New York Times issue. Then, the day 
before I left, a new chef took over, whose meals 
tasted like Burger King, and I changed my mind. 
A Ceremony 
I want to hold a ceremony for the homeless 
who survived the winter. 
I will invite them into a park, and serve 
shrimp and tacos and deviled eggs, 
and play music the homeless love-Percy 
Sledge, Ella Fitzgerald, and The Clancy Brothers. 
There will be speeches by the Mayor and great actors like Tom 
Hanks, and each homeless person will be called on stage to 
receive a golden eagle, the Winter Survival Award. 
And thousands will sing: 
The winter was strong but you 
are stronger. You are the warriors who wrestled Winter, 
and won us Spring, with its flowers and hope. Through 
your courage, you have brought the crocuses to bloom. 
And we will pray a silent prayer to the Silent God who 
created the homeless, and allows some of them to survive. 
Grapefruit 
I bought a grapefruit, but when I peeled it, there was no 
grapefruit inside. Instead there was a globe, with tiny people 
on it, and cows and trees and railroads and houses. 
I was surprised that it tasted quite good. 
Toilet 
I saw a toilet on the sidewalk. I had to take a shit, so I 
sat on it. But people were looking at me, and I grew 
embarrassed. So I took a mirror out and put it over my face. 
That way, they would see themselves shitting, not me. 
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Scott Cooper Vegetable Rebellion no. 1 
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Scott Cooper Vegetable Rebellion no. 2 
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Paul Weidenhoff------------------------------
Dance at the Closed Door 
1. 
in the first part is the search for reason 
wearing a blue 
gown not a red 
one 
Now he moves into the channel 
sets the compass 
he is barely out of the water(this dark, little, archaic 
and vulgar dock. 
there is no occasion 
there is no movement 
outside the line. 
2. 
He must have had some 
lyric beat in his heart 
not this way 
through the water-
falls on the shore 
heaving like a salmon. 
The problem with the art is the fine illustration. The 
texture had been boldly pronounced 
(as his cheeks were red from the chill) 
He plunged into the fire and the burst came out 
of the bowl 
series that symbol of that art­
form is diverse 
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3. 
with crushed roots from the bush she nursed him 
the spirit 
laid down his life. Would lay down beneath the willow 
The vessel is a perfect glaze of blood. She will look 
through the transom(with the brilliant lustre) 
laid down the divine pattern 
despite the body material 
through in technical elaboration of steps 
The lady tries to cut 
through the roots. 
4. 
nothing bends. 
He gets the blackish juice on his fingers and wipes them on 
her white linen apron 
the Greek dance tended to overpass the fundamental limits 
of the classical impulses 
trace. 
danced in his own dramas. round the tombs it has often 
been painted poetry. columns. 
busy. 
remarks that she would clean and dress his wounds. 
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5. 
We must regard th form as Dance or 
drama. 
we still so piled up at the crypt in Hythe. and men and 
women 
senile ataxy 
whether we write 
ill or well 
to compensate, he adds dram.a to the ancient retort. 
a girl is well advised not to consider such soundless 
revolts. 
crosses her legs 
when she sits and keeps her hands away 
from her dress. 
walk in as a flowered meadow 
and it is simply the rule in every part of art 
the whole of language 
as almost every word 
separates. 
6. 
not even in the very act of condemning them. 
phrases peculiarly call counters 
(thought 
in vulgar locution) 
the elements of the dance are forced like with the flock. 
lessly moulds speech how to transcend expresses. 
gestempelt cause so fit to use 
her hair is tucked underneath her scarf but he can still 
imagine the red curls. causes a fit use. 
then there is yet another warning 
tab reset. 
the immense depth of the river walks 
on sharp flints. 
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7. 
a vulgar language into the mouth 
of physics or out 
of a physical 
nature. 
of birds 
the knowledge is the programme. 
acquired a life of their own than that of things. Tied. 
original. saturated by many colors. 
of flowers limited by the quality of the name 
given 
the flower between two planes has somehow moulded 
( or moved strong) 




and when asked what tree 
they are only a stage. 
8. 
words are closely related to things. 
reverberates. 
mistook the finches for larks(! have a common lag in my 
tongue). 
yet the stitchwork is exquisite(and) 
in the galleries 
of the Geological. An ornithopter made from 
paper. drawn to the exact plane. 




pure and vital impulses 
spring from the same center. 
the opening of the flower was vulgar. 
10. 
slain. 
as he remembers falling into the water. 
Figure II. (below)
instruction creates. fuses the bars 
but she is still coming through the fog. 
puffs abit as he reaches upward(and in vain) 
to imagine 
the real spirit 
to think 
of a figure. 
of their time when the good ground was burnt. 
may fruitfully fall back. 
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Figure I. (above) 
Brian Bagdonas Twelve Swings for George (Installation)
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Paul Weidenhoff _____________________________ 
The Disciples 
Stood three ghosts with pale fingers 
wrapped around bits of paper, dirt, or loam. 
the soily refuse( 
all about the pasture singing: 
"I've stood my heavenly woe. 
"I've held the hands of each prophet 
"yetstill 
"I did not know the shake that twists 
"the tree. ) 
Or it is on the severed path 
where Mathew lies in the brambles 
with nets and thin blades 
across his fingers. My 
body is blocked in the dirt 
and I could not hold down the sky 
from the heavens. 
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Near Mosaic Of How We Lived In Empire 
Animal skins inflated, and they hold the vile water of the 
Dead Sea. I am the word. 
Sweet laughter to die fighting. I will cut and I will raise 
an army on grass. Swept through the valley. Wheat burns. 
The palace is spackled with the blue rays of the sun. 
We are almost done. I am a priest with an orb to wave across 
the land. (and anger is the greatest teacher) 
'away from him 
'the amphora rolled on the deck of the pitching ship 
'high artists with tapered bodies 
'launch roman candles with slings 
'and the word is not for wine or oil 
I alone tempt you. And all those who wrecked on the shoals 
of the shore ...... 
(speech not eloquent or the temples covered with blood 
and the oils of the nobility) 
behind the temple colonnade the priests sacrificing ... . 
and on the day of the blue sun the salt shall dry land.... 
fills this symmetry and evokes a desire to sale. 
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reviews______________________ 
howls, raps and roars 
R cordings from the San Francisco Poetry 
R naissance 
Fantasy Records 
In 1957, following the publication of On the Road, Jack 
Kerouac was asked by an interviewer in New York: 
"This beat generation has been described as a 'seek­
ing' generation. What are you lookingfor?" Kerouac's 
somewhat surprising response was: "God. I want 
God to show me His face." 
This statement by Kerouac put the American media 
on notice that "the beats" were actually on a quest, 
and that the focus of that quest was spiritual. Though 
the beat bohemians rushed back and forth across the 
country on the slightest pretext, gathering kicks along 
the way, their real journey was inward. 
In another interview soon after the one in New York 
Kerouac continued his response to that earlier ques~ 
ti.on by saying: "The Beat Generation is basically a 
religious generation. This includes anyone from fif­
teen to fifty-five who digs EVERYTiflNG. We're not 
Bohemian, remember. Beat means beatitude, notbeat 
up. You FEEL this. You feel it in a beat, in jazz-real 
cool jazz or a good gutty rock number." 
But it was in the poetry where the (be) attitiude of the 
Beat Generation and its driven will to find beliefs at 
any cost, was most clearly articulated. In San Fran­
cisco (which was is many ways the Paris of their 
generation) a whole school of young poets made a 
complete break with their posingly elegant univer­
sity-imprisoned forebears. And in this fashion 
Kerouac continued his epistle on " the beat" through 
the characters in his books: "No one can tell us that 
there is no God. We've passed through all 
forms .... Everything is fine, God exists, we know 
tirne .... Furthermore, we know America, we're at 
home.... We give and take and go in the incredibly 
complicated sweetness ... " 
Between 1955 and 1965, San Francisco was the site of 
~ explosion ofliterary activity nearlyunprecedented 
m its scope and vitality. Art, poetry, and creative 
writing flourished in galleries, clubs, halls, parks, 
and in the streets. San Francisco-based Fantasy 
Records found itself right at the epicenter, and was 
able to record many of the beat generation's promi­
nent figures, such as Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Kenneth 
Rexroth, and Allen Ginsberg. 
Howls, raps and roars, a four-disc package compiled 
and annotated by Ann Charters (editor of The Portable 
Beat Reader), is taken from Fantasy's vast collection of 
spoken word recordings from that period. In addi­
tion to masterworks like Ginsberg's "Howl" and 
Rexroth's "Thou Shalt Not Kill," the package pre-
sents previously unreleased recordings by Gregory 
Corso and Peter Orlovsky and excerpts from th 
"Mad Mammoth Monster Poetry Readings" of 1959 
and 1963. Also included are 1 ct d bits by Lenny 
Bruce, whom Charters considers an important beat 
writer. Among the other featured poets are Lew 
Welch, Philip Whalen, Kirby Doyle, MichaelMcClure, 
Philip ~am.anti.a and David Meltzer, who is regarded 
as a bridge between the beat and hippie movements. 
In 1957, I was running around barefoot through the 
woods and in the creeks of Graham County in west­
ern North Carolina, oblivious to the fact that there 
was anything going on in the world (or that there was 
a world) outside of those seemingly endless woods. 
In 1967, with hair down to there, and writing experi­
m~ntal 'sound andcolor' poems, I was readingevery­
thing I could get my hands on with the word "Beat" in 
it. A zealous hippie, my true aspiratons were to be a 
beatnik. 
In 1977, midway into the second "San Francisco 
Renaissance," I was in San Francisco editing Beatitude 
magazine (Beatitude was a mimeo magazine started 
by Bob Kaufman in the early S0's as a vehicle for beat 
generation writers, and became the first if not the 
preeminent voice of The Beats. The Beatitude of the 
70's, which was resurrected by myself and a few 
friends, was like its parent publication, an anti-estab­
lishment underground publication which took a very 
strong and unpopular stand against the NEA grants 
program and published new workby the well known 
beat generation writers as well as work by a new 
generation group of young writers) and editing a 
book on the Letters Of The Beat Generation for City 
Lights Books. As one of the "Baby Beats," I couldn't 
have been closer to the inner circle of "the Beat elite." 
Now, almost twenty years, and yet another genera­
tion later, I'm back in my boyhood woods-in defi­
ance of Thomas Wolfe, and am "home again" -
writing a review ofhowls, raps and roars. The circle still 
unbroken, and maybe this time, complete. 
Sitting down to write this review, I thought it was 
going to be easy. But like most situations in life, the 
closer you are to something, or someone, the farther 
from objective clarity it, or they are. It's hard, I've 
found, to be objective when your connection to those 
persons or things is almost entirely subjective. And 
even harder, still, when it is a subject to which you 
have deep-seeded personal allegiances and emotions. 
So, in some ways, perhaps, it is impossible for me to 
write this review with any true sense of critical objec­
tivity-but I'm hoping the twenty year buffer be­
tween then and now will give me just enough of that 
necessary clarity to do myself, my mentors and this 
new audio compilation justice. 
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Hwls, raps and roars is a beautifully designed and 
packaged 4-disk set, complete with a 36 page booklet 
which serves as a documentary-collectors-item as 
well as a playbill for the actual recordings inside. At 
first glance, this collection is one to die for. Full of 
photographic and recorded memorabilia from the 
Beat 50' s. Highlights from the 235 minute include: 
Ferlinghetti's "Moscow in the Wilderness, Segovia in 
the Snow" (set to a beautiful acoustic guitar accompa­
niment, this is truly one of the classic spoken-word­
and-music standard bearers); Gregory Corso's "I Arn 
25" ( a quick, haiku-length dagger sharp rant against 
the poetryestablishment); Rexroth' s "ThouShaltNot 
Kill" (a 20 minute spiritual 'howl' and homage to 
Dylan Thomas, recited with an improvisational jazz 
accompaniment); Lew Welch's "Hermit Poems" (a 
collection of short Basho-like yelps from a life lived in 
isolationinnature);KirbyDoyle's "FromAngelFaint" 
(which is one of the most overlooked masterpieces of 
the entire Beat archive); John Weiner's"A Poem For 
Cocksuckers" (a poem predating, and some say in­
spiration for, Lenny Bruce's controversial stand-up 
monologues on the same subject); and, of course, 
Ginsberg's "Howl," as well as "The Sunflower 
Sutra"-both classics in any form, at any place and 
time. 
Although these performances are brilliant and will 
hold up forever against the tide of literary time, there 
were some disappointments in howls, raps and roars, 
the most glaring of which was the almost sixty min­
utes, and a complete CD, allotted to Lenny B1:71.1ce. Not 
only was this choice extravagant in the sense that 
Bruce is a borderline beat, and questionably a poet, it 
is even more extravagant in the sense that his sixty 
minutes meant the automatic exclusion of perhaps 
two or three other important Beat figures. These are 
not Lenny Bruce's best efforts, and one wonders 
whether or not Ann Charters was having a bad day 
when doing the selection for this particular CD. 
Also disappointing were the selections of Philip 
Lamantia and David Meltzer. Since any recordings of 
Lamantia are so rare (he, early on, too:k a personal 
oath to boycott public readings, stating that they 
were "counter-revolutionary to the alchemical pur­
poses of the inspired word") and since his earlier 
work is so profoundly superior, I was looking for­
ward to hearing the two short poems offered on 
howls, raps and roars. Again, Charters has failed us in 
the selection of these two poems. This isn't at all 
vintage Lamantia, nor the best of Meltzer! 
The other glaring disappointment to me was the 
recordings ofMichaelMcClure. Charters has selected 
for howls, raps and roars some of McClure's most 
visionary work from Dark Brown and from Ghost 
Tantras. Unfortunately, McClure is much stronger on 
the page than he is on record. This has always been a 
bone of contention amongst his critics. And from 
personal experience, I would have to concur that this, 
in fact, is true. These are very strong poems and 
demand a strong animistic voice. Here again I was 
hoping for that "one great performance" that would 
have done these poems justice. It wasn't there. 
But perhaps even more disappointing that the "dis­
appointments" in howls, raps and roars, was what was 
left out-not only from those who were included by 
Charters, but from others whom I consider promi­
nent and literarily important members of the Beat 
Generation 'cadre' ! Specifically, I am thinking, first 
and foremost, about Bob Kaufman. Kaufman, who is 
known as "the black Rimbaud" in France where he 
was considered a legend even before his death in 
1988, is truly one of the greatest voices of his genera­
tion, if not of the 20th Century. His "Second April" 
some say, and I would agree, is the precursor to 
Ginsberg's "Howl," and his"Aborninust Manifesto" 
one of this half century's most original and visionary 
statements. Relegated by the media and by his peers 
to being"a jazz poet," Kaufman was much more than 
only that. As founding editor of Beatitude magazine, 
author of Solitudes Crowded With Loneliness, Golden 
Sardine, and The Ancient Rain, Kaufman's afro­
american voice, once again, is suspiciously and no­
ticeable missing from the all-white boy's club of 
American letters! 
And, on a similar note: where is Diane DiPrima in 
howls, raps and roars? Charters being a woman, one 
would think that in the politically correct 90' s she 
would have included at least one token woman in her 
audio collection. But there is no woman's voice in 
howls, raps and roars, just as there is little representa­
tion from the feminine side in her Portable Beat Reader. 
Not only is this shameful, but unfortunate, as Diane 
DiPrima is, like Kaufman, one of the Beat Generation's 
best writers, and is a magnificent reader of her own 
work. 
And then there is nothing of Jack Micheline in this 
collection. Jack, who was endorsed by noJ;).e other 
than Kerouac, himself, on the back cover of his first 
book, River of Red Wine, is one of, if not the best oral­
tradition (bardic ),poets in America. Micheline's song­
like orations in performance are not to be forgotten. 
His "Rock Song" is an American Beat classic. And 
Jack surely has been overlooked in this collection as 
his voice would have lent much to the overall quality 
of pure-performance as offered in this 4-disk set. 
I also would have liked to have seen Gary Snyder 
included in howls, raps and roars-instead of twenty 
minutes of Lenny Bruce, perhaps; or in place of Peter 
Orlovsky-who has never had much to say, or to say 
well. Snyder is, undeniably, one of the Beat 
Movement's most important voices. His vision alone 
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is worth aim t everything off r d up in this Fantasy 
R cord t. And I know, p rsonally, that there i a 
w alth fr cord d mat rial U1a t Charter could ha v 
drawn from in order to include Snyder in this compi­
lation. 
Disappointments and aumissions aside, howls, raps 
and roars is a welcome addition to the small, yet 
existing, audio archive of 20th century American 
Literature. In a time when the"spoken-word" branch 
of the bardic oral tradition in the Americas (i.e. poetry 
with music) is experiencing a simultaneous rebirth 
and resurrection led by such guitar-poets as Leonard 
Cohen, Robin Williamson, Van Morrison, John 
Trudell, and such up-and-coming megaphonic tal­
ents as North Carolina prodigy Ted Pope, this nostal­
gic anthology of oral offerings is a welcome begin­
ning toward that end. Howls, raps and roars is a good 
precedent-setting move on the part of Fantasy 
Records. A solid and ambitious start. 
And of the unrepresented voices of the beat 
generation....we're working on that now! 
Reviewed by Thomas Rain Crowe 
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contributor notes__
Laura Albrecht recently received a Montgomery 
CountyArts Individual Fellowship (free money) and 
possesses the ability to conjure gusts of wind at lame 
poetry readings. 
Brain Bagdonas says: It is no wonder that we, as 
boiling nymphs, sit and construct and subsequently 
destruct and yes build again. And we weather and 
whither with the rotting houses that we inhabit, 
working mindless and numbing jobs to pay rent to 
buy the sucking land people a temporary pacifier of 
materials. YES. And we lie sick on sagging floors 
recouping from our work week in in~dequate and 
partial heat, the drafty warmth escaping through 
neglected cracked and deteriorating wooden win­
dows and at the end of 30 days we pay yet another 
ridiculously ill proportioned amount of our wages to 
an electric company that we didn't even choose. 
Hooray and la-le-la and despite this premature 
sucking and cultivation of our greenness we smile 
and dance and we create and ultimately we provide 
the warmth and beauty for the lifeless parasite land 
people and we are wildflowers sprouting from these 
rotting houses-hooray for us! 
John M. Bennett's most recent projects include 
Blankmanship, a book and tape combination, Blind on 
the Temple and Reversion Piles ofThat, an unpublished 
compilation. He is editor and publisher of Lost and 
Found Times. 
Jack Bowman is a multimediawriter/photographer/ 
performance artist who also teaches art and photogra­
phy in Piquia, Ohio, and at the Dayton Art Institute. He 
is the author of AnaMay's Last Supper, Celo Valley Books. 
Rene F. Cardenas has worked through the Peac:e Corps 
in SouthAmerica, involving himself with federal grant 
programs, evaluation of school systems and surve_y 
research. He has lived in Virginia since 1969, and lS 
presently the president of his own consulting firm. 
Jackson Carter is from Boulder, CO. However, he is 
currently mopping up fish markets and tending bar 
in Pari-a lifestyle he highly recommends. He has 
been published in Prague Review, Thieves Press, Stick 
and Extase/Cauchemar. A book ofhis stories is due out 
in spring of 1995 from Iblis & Allahades. 
Michael Chasar is currently working as a clerk in a 
mortgage company by day_ and writing poetry, fi~­
tion, and drama by night. HIS poetry has appeared m 
the Seattle Review (forthcoming), The Cresset, and has 
been published in chapbook form by The National 
Federation of State Poetry Societies. His fiction has 
appeared in The Lighter and The OtherView. He has 
had two one-act plays produced in Valparaiso, Indi­
ana and various other pieces published inplaces such 
as The Ohio Writer. 
David Chorlton is a poet and visual artist from 
Vienna, Austria who has been a resident of Phoenix, 
AZ for sixteen years. Hisbook Outpost was published 
by Taxus Press in Great Britain. 
Scott Cooper is a guy from Utah with primitive tastes 
and a union card. He is reconciled with God. He can 
be reached through the Image Co-op ( a largely prole­
tarian art organization) 1001 Ea. Second St. #499, 
Dayton, OH 45402. 
Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, publisher of New 
Native Press, and producer of Fem Hill Records (an 
all spoken word and music recording label modeled 
after the old Caedmon label of the 1950's). Aufuor of 
seven books of original poetry and translation, 
Crowe's most recent book Night Sun (An Initiation 
Trilogy) is a three book set covering some 25 years of 
poetic oeuvre. He currently makes his home in the 
mountains of western North Carolina. 
Philip Daughtry was born in Newcastle, England in 
1942 and emigrated to Canada and the U.S. in 1957. A 
direct descendant of legendary "old west" outlaws 
Frank and Jesse James, Daughtry is currently touring 
with the "Cowboy Poetry" circuit. Author of books 
Stray Moon and Kid Negredo, his Selected Poems is 
scheduled for publication by New Native Press later 
this year. Concurrently urban outlaw, back country 
eco-activist, Gaelic bard, Hollywood screenwriter, 
and cowboy poet, Daughtry is one of the most versa­
tile, if not original, expatriate writers publishing in 
America today. 
James Graham edits Machete. His photographs have 
been published in Reflex, Cover, the American Book­
seller, Vogue, Mirabella and Vanity Fair. 
John Hesson was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship 
to study the two American Symbolists Stuart Merrill 
and Francis Viele-Griffin at the Universite de 
Montpellier. He has been a life long teacher ofFrench, 
and has instructed at the University of Maryland and 
Saint Peter's College, among others places. 
LeShawn Jackson is a graduate student at Wright 
State University. She hasbeen published in such maga­
zines as Hartland Today, Red Cedar Review and Nexus . 
Warren Kearney has not been published since the 
late sixties. He is currently working on a collection of 
poetry entitled A Small Collection of Stones. 
W.B. Keckler's first full-length volume of poetry, 
Slant of Dark, is forthcoming form Fugue State Press, 
New York City, in January, 1995. He is occasionally 
co-editor of Logodaedalus and was co-editor of Green 
Herring, Harrisburg, PA's first poetry magazine. 
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Ralph LaCharity is a long time poetry activist who 
<lits a monthly po try samizdat call d W'ORC / 
ALOUD ALLOWED. He and th publication ar 
based in Cincinnati, OH. 
John Lane's fold out broadside "Against Informa­
tion" is soon to be published by New Native Press. 
The poems are in opposition to what James Hillman 
calls II the currentmythologies... the Bottom Line ...and 
Self-Improvement" and are an attempt to poetically 
define the new metaphoric/mythic landscape. His 
poetry has appeared in Virginia Quarterly Review, 
Ploughshares, Harvard Magazine and Nexus, with po­
etry chapbooks and pamphlets from Cooper Canyon 
Press, Briarpatch and New Native Press. 
Jonathan Levant "Those who can't teach even teach­
ers supervise." Jonathan directed his first full length 
play on the Wright State University campus this year. 
Ralph, Travis, and Jocasta were completely neces­
sary understudies. 
Greg Ling has eleven years of experience in busi­
ness/corporate writing and editing experience, in­
cludingstaffand freelance work; currentlystaffwriter 
for A vMed Health Plan and adjunct writing instruc­
tor, University of Florida. He has been published in 
Kansas Quarterly, Hiarm Poetry Review, Kentucky Po­
etry review, The Poetry Miscellany, The Panhandler, 
Epos, The Shawnee Silhouette, Pegasus, Cornfield Re­
view, Poetry Now, and Nexus. 
Charlie Mehrhoff: i spend a lot of silent, private time. 
to develop 
such an awe for silence. 
what silence actually is: its a road, 
& if you're ever blessed enough to tum onto it 
remain. 
(& paper is the abyss into which words plunge. 
(the best words. 
(why? because like Cid Corman says in his introduc­
tion to Santoka: 
(because poetry is the softest way 
(to touch somebody 
(poetry: warrant for a skull. 
Jeffrey McDaniel's work has appeared in 
Ploughshares, Fine Madness, Exquisite Corpse, Phoebe, 
and Best American Poetry 1994. He has work forth­
coming in Willow Springs and Mudfish. His first book, 
Alibi School, is being published by Manic D Press. He 
works for WritersCorps in Washington DC. 
K. Nycci Miller is currently living in the small town 
of Lebanon, OH. She is taking a brief but necessary 
leave of absence from her academic career. She is 
working as a Nursing Assistant, writing avidly and 
trying to experience as much creativity as possible. 
JoeNapora'smostrecentbo kofpo tryisSnaketrain/ 
Frieghtrain from Qu lquefoi Pr and h i ditor of 
BullHead. 
Valery Oisteanu is a poet, writer, journalist, and an 
art critic who is an internationally recognized author­
ity on Dadaism and Surrealism. He is the author of 
sevenpoetrybooks: Prothesis (1970) from LiteraPress, 
Bucharest, Romania; Vis A Vis Bali (1985),Underground 
Shadows (1977) from New Observations Press, NY, 
plusUnderwater Temples (1979), Do Not Defuse (1982), 
Passport to Eternal Life (1990), and Moons Of Venus 
(1992) all from PASS Press, NY. He has been pub­
lished in hundreds of magazines throughout North 
America and Europe. Portable, Lower East Side, Third 
Rail, Poetry and Performance, Exquisite Corpse, Stoker, 
Night, Dream Helmet, Down Town, Cover, Contrapunct, 
Nexus and more. He is also active with art and litera­
ture via journalism (1973-94), performance (1973-94) 
and broadcasting (1967-72). This guy does a lot. 
Simon Perchik. "At Corinth, two temples stood next 
to one another: one to violence and one to necessity. 
Mr. Perchik's poems attend both temples, and are 
often terrifying compressions ofthe violence insimple 
daily acts."-Paul Blackburn 
Jim Peterson's poem can be found in his new chap­
book Carvings On A Prayer Tree from Holocene Press. 
A full length collection of his poetry, The Man Who 
Grew Silent, was published in 1989 by The Bench Press. 
Jim Saab is a professional photographer with a con­
centration is photo journalism, specifically travel and 
punk music photography. He is editor of the 
popculture magazine UNo MAS, and lives and works 
in the Washington suburbs of Maryland. 
Sparrow recently made his bathtub into a motorboat. 
He is currently on a fishing expedition in Carlina del 
Rey. 
Mark Taska has appeared in publications such as 
Painted Hills Review, Laurel Review, Nebo, MacGuffin, 
Slant and Nexus. His first chapbook, Truant Bather, 
was published by Berkeley Poets Workshop and 
Press in1986. His latest, Cradlesong was published by 
Pudding House in 1994. 
Thomas Tebalt is a Biology major at Wright State 
University. He is a member of the reasonably infa­
mous Image Co-op (a not even remotely snobbish 
collection of artists). He's begginning to feel like 
Schodinger's cat, waiting for the quantum mechani­
cal hammer to fall. 
Daniel Tepfer is a bookseller. He graduated from 
Miami University in order to live in the Hotel Califor­
nia. He likes Chinese cooking. He would use the word 
11 antithetical" in a typical conversation. He is single. 
Matthew D. W ascovich 's first chap book is Free Mad 
Do. He is curr ntly working as a case manager for the 
AIDS Foundation of Miami Valley in Dayton, OH. 
Nan Watkins is a translator, musician and composer 
with degrees from Oberlin (German Literature), John 
Hopkins, University Of Munich (Music History, Pi­
ano) and Academy of Music, Vienna (Piano). She is 
currently the Reference Librarian at Western Caro­
lina Univeristy in Cullowhee, NC. In addition to the 
first English translation of the love poems of Claire 
Goll (10,000 Dawns), she has translated such writers 
as Karin Struck, and published in such journals as 
Dimension. Working collaboratively with poets, she 
has co-authored two cassette recordings in 1994 as a 
producer and keyboard artist. 
Paul Weidenhoff has appeared, or will soon appear, 
in various journals internationally, including Tight, 
Texture, Experimentelle Texte, Generator, and Letterbox. 
His chapbook, Petril Wava, was released through 
Runaway Spoon Press in 1992. 
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Bill Wolak is a poet whose work has appeared in 
various magazines. He is an English adjunct at Will­
iam Paterson College in New Jersey. His translations 
from the French, and of Joyce Mansour appeared in 
Dream Helmet #1. In 1993, he was awarded a NEH 
Fellowship to study Islamic religion and literature. 
Mr. Wolak spent the last summer in India on a 
Fulbright Scholarship. 
Donna Zoll is an artist and freelance illustrator. Her 
work includes photo and computer manipulated 
portraits, as well as more traditional mediums used 
in nontraditional ways. The images in this edition 
represent her spiritual interpretation of the world 
around her. She can be contacted at P.O. Box 2452 
Dayton, OH 45401. 
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Gail Niwa and David Kim 
Piano and violin 
Sunday, October 23, 1994 
3 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center 
Jackie Torrence 
with Cephas and Wiggins 
Blues/ory! Spellbinding storytelling and blues 
Thursday, November I0, 1994 
8 P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
New Arts Six 
Musical exp~ion or 
African American heritage 
Saturday, January 21, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Jamie Wight 
and the New Ori~ Joymakers 
Traditional jazz with a New Orleam flavor 
Saturday, February 18, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Frederic Chiu 
Piano 
Wednesday, April 19, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Creative Arts Center 
Huayucaltia 
Cr«m-cultural, multinational musical group 
Wednesday, May 10, 1995 
8 P.M., WSU Student Union Multipurpose Room 
Subscribe now! Tickets are available at the Wright St.ate 
University Student Union Box Office, 873-5544. 
Share the Arts Al WSU actlvltln 
Funded through J. are accessible to 




Dayton, Ohio 45435 
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UNo MAS is a magazine of music and the arts. Every 
issue is packed full of photogra­
phy, fiction, essays, art & poetry. 
You will also find in-depth features 
with well known and not so well 
known bands, authors, photogra­
phers and other interesting and 
talented people from all walks of 
life. 
Past fea tu res have included T.C 
Boyle, Sonic Youth, Pere Ubu, 
Harvey Pekar, Greil Marcus, 
Sugar, Sebadoh and "On our 
backs" publisher Susie Bright. 
MAGAZINE 
Send $3 and check out the current issue, 
subscribe for $9 and get the next 4. 
UNO MAS MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 1832 
SILVER SPRING, MD 
20915 
editor's note__________________ 
Although this is the first issue of the new year, it is in any case my last during this stint as editor of 
Nexus. Specific people have been of great inspiration/ assistance during the past three issues, and 
in some cases, more. I'd like to take this space to recognize the following: Tony Ciarlariello, Scott 
Cooper (Image Co-Op guru desert-screaming godfoot), Thomas Rain Crowe, Shawn Fields, Philip 
Francis at Hypnotic Eye, Andrea Franklin, James Graham, the Guardian people, Kayt Hoke, Jim 
Hughes, Kevin Jensen, Gail Lichtenfels at Epic Bookshop, Charlie Mehrhoff, Bob Moore, Joe 
Napora, Gary Pacernick, Toby Pinkerton, Jim Saah, Larry Sawyer and Judy Williams at Euro Bistro, 
Luann Shoddy at Dingleberries, WSU Student Media Committee-especially Karyn Campbell, 
James Thomas, Robert Sweeney and Katie Deedrick, Jud Yalkut, Amanda at Anything Under the 
Moon, Dayton's Memorial Hall and Courthouse Square, Rebecca at Front Street Coffee House, 
Financial Patrons and, of course, ALL THE CONTRIBUTORS. 
Please write for guidelines and inquireas to what the next editor might look to publish, and continue 
to support Nexus... 
JSA 
TRONIK INVOLUTIONS 
Tuning into the Earth Tone 
Elodie Lauten's new electronic ambiance universal mode mandalas 
Mail Orders: studio 21 812 Indiana SE Albuquerque NM 87108 (505-255-3459) 









from Rebellion 8 
I say there are pointers. othing more. 
But that is the way spirit is, always seen 
as the runner's flash. You have to stand 
at a distance to enjoy it. So it is with 
these words. Black shroud. Blackboard. 
Chalk of fossil creatures. It was a very 
blue day in the Cretaceous period. First 
time ever I saw your face. Ocean business. 
Clearly the water is thinking. Dragonfly 
buzzes light off your shoulder. Comma. 
Current you feel flowing around us all. 
Gust that makes the candle tremble. 
Or the t.v. flicker. Everything a Vanitas. 
There are only different types of swimming. 
No doctrine for sheep like these wolves. 
Final night. The creatures are still. 
Everything living is a vessel. Shells. 
Vases glittering opalescence in the sea. 
